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Case study application of a strategic complexity management framework for complex
industrial systems
Lucas Freund 1,*, Salah Al-Majeed 1 Alan Millard 1
University of Lincoln1
lucas.freund@hotmail.de
Abstract: A strategic decision-making tool to generate holistic strategic complexity management strategies for complex engineered systems
(SCM) is applied to a real-world case of an industrial manufacturing system at a European health & beauty manufacturer. The case study
has the the goal to test and discuss the practical applicability of the SCM framework. As a first step, the SCM basic structure, the applied
complexity dimensions in the form of structural, dynamic, and environmental complexity are demonstrated. In a second step, th e framework's
strategic capabilities are theoretically demonstrated based on a set of generic norm strategies. In a third step the results of the SCM application on the described case is described, results and learnings are identified and discussed. As a final step, a short outlook for further
research is provided..
Keywords: COMPLEXITY, STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT, INDUSTRY 4.0, CASE STUDY

Motivation & Novelty

1.Introduction

The main motivation of this paper is to contribute to the topic of
strategic com-plexity management for engineered systems by
showcasing and discussing the application of a Strategic
Complexity Management framework (SCM) for the complexity
analysis of a manual assembly line in a world-market leading European beauty & health manufacturer. The company can be defined as
a small/medium enterprise (SME). The SCM has the explicit goal to
serve decision-makers and managers of manufacturing companies,
like the described SME, as an SMTT in the decision-making
process for current and future complex industrial systems. The SCM
builds upon the previous findings and propositions of Freund & AlMajeed in the areas of theoretical modelling industrial IoT system
complex-ity, as well as CPS and CPSS complexity. [16,17] It is also
necessary to mention, that this paper is to be considered as part of
the theoretical and practice-based foundation for current and future
complexity management research for industrial systems based on
the application of the SCM an real-world case in collaboration with
European industry partners. This paper now consists out of the
following steps (i) description of the SCM framework (ii) case
study approach, case de-scription and results (iii) derived keylearnings (iv) discussion and outlook.

Today decision-makers face surging increases in volatility,
uncertainty and over-all business complexity leading up to more
unstable and unpredictable business environments. Leaders and
decision-makers are confronted with the so-called VUCA-world, an
acronym standing for (i) volatility (dynamic and intense chang-es),
uncertainty (lack of predictability), complexity (interconnection of
parts which is sometimes overwhelmingly difficult to process), and
ambiguity (unclear relationships).[1,2] Even though individual
VUCA aspects on their own can al-ready lead to overwhelming
challenges, a combination of VUCA aspects or the presence of all
four combined can lead to complex business problems that are
nearly unsolvable for decision-makers.[3,4] The components of the
VUCA-world thus represent the main four challenges for doing
sustainable business and de-signing strategy in the modern business
world. They are consequently adopted by business leaders and
decision-makers to describe and address the rapid changes of the
business environment and to capture and benefit of overcoming
challenges and newly arising opportunity. [1,2,3] In the context of
engineered systems, the implications of the VUCA-world for
business and strategy can be applied to the rise of cyber-physical
systems (CPS). CPS represent new and complex systems or system
environments, in the form of cyber-physical systems of systems
(CPSS) that combine the potentials of physical artifacts, humans
and engineered systems due to integrated computational and
physical capabilities. CPS are established to produce a global
intelligent behavior featuring autonomy, self-control and selfoptimization and are expected to be a decisive driving force for
advances in dif-ferent areas in manufacturing, opening up new areas
of innovation. [5,6,7,8,9,10,11] In contrast to the potential of CPS
for manufacturing it is well understood that current and more
traditional manufacturing and industrial sys-tems are already
stretching the limits in terms of the development of cost-efficient
and trustworthy systems. This urgent matter is additionally
amplified by the circumstance that current CPS system design
already is unable to support the level of complexity, scalability,
security, safety, interoperability, and flexible design and operation
that will be required to meet future needs decision. [3] The line of
argument makes visible that it is now imperative for industry
decision-makers to obtain practical methods and tools of strategic
planning addressing the management of complex industrial systems
and thus aiming to solve the chal-lenges of the volatility,
uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity.[4] One option to achieve
this are holistic strategic management frameworks in the form of
strate-gic management tools and techniques (SMTT) dedicated to
strategic complexity management. SMTTs are proven tools to
positively influence organizational per-formance, assist strategic
managers in decision making, can be applied to all stages of the
decision-making process, and are consistently applied to many diverse engineering disciplines, like industrial engineering, artificial
intelligence, systems science, or the management of information
systems. [12,13,14,15]

2. Strategic Complexity Management Framework
The SCM framework is now introduced. Figure 1 now
illustrates the basic structure of the SCM framework.

Fig. 1. SCM basic structure
Figure 1 shows, that the SCM is a SMTT that consists out of
two generic 2x2 ma-trixes, resulting in an 8-quadrant matrix, with
two perspectives of analysis (inter-nal, external) in three complexity
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dimensions where structural (S) and dynamic (D) complexity
represent the internal perspective and environmental (E) complexity represents the external perspective of strategic management.
In this anal-ysis The SCM now allows to qualify each complexity
dimensions in a scale be-tween HIGH and LOW. The resulting
intersections of the qualifications result in a system internal and
system external classification.

It can be stated, that the greater the complexity of the system, the
greater the amount of information that must be processed between
decision-makers during its execution in every complexity
dimension. [28] This shows that any strategic analysis of the
applied final complexity conception can only be valuable to the
decision-maker if the analysis holistically integrates all mentioned
dimensions of complexity in a balanced, coherent way. This allows
the decision-maker to assess the system and its behavior as a whole
and to identify as well as investigate individual drivers that
influence system performance. [12,21,22,28] The challenge in
designing a SMTT for complex engineered systems therefore lies,
especially for systems of unprecedented complexity like CPS and
CPSS, in designing a holistic SCMTT framework to study
complexity which is at the same time applicable for practice-based
use.

Applied Conception of Complexity
As already shown by Figure 1 three different dimensions of
complexity are utilized by the SCM. Figure 2 illustrates the applied
conception of complexity for this paper.

SMTT Example: SWOT & BCG Matrix
To illustrate the functioning of a SMTT, the SMTT “SWOT
analysis” in the form of the SWOT strategic matrix is now
described and illustrated. SWOT analysis was first designed and
introduced in 1960 by Stanford´s research institute and since 1975
was widely used as an analytical framework for developing
company strategies and it is still applied in current research
applications. [21] The SWOT matrix properly analyzes the internal
strengths and weaknesses as well as external threats and
opportunities to guide the future expected strategies. This matrix, as
shown in Figure 3, is a useful tool for strategic planning of strategic
management and a fundamental basis for identifying conditions and
planning future methods which are necessary for strategic
observation.

Fig. 2. Applied conception of complexity
Table 1 now describes the three dimensions in more detail.
Table 1. Complexity dimensions
Dimension

Description

Environmental
(E)

Three main environments can be identified:
Task environment (all aspects relevant to
setting goals and achieving them), technical
environment (location where companies
produce their products and services),
institutional environment (formal rules and
beliefs of the company). [18,19,20, 21,22

Structural (S)

The static, time-independent architectural
layout of a manufacturing process represented
by machines, operations, their connections via
links, and their level of interconnectedness.
[23,24,25]

Dynamic (D)

Fig. 3. SWOT Matrix

Information in a system is regarded in the
context of the SCM as a measure of entropy
and disorder in the form of uncertainty in the
system. A low entropy value implies low
uncertainty and vice versa. The higher the
disorder, the higher the entropy. If the system
is well ordered, it is easy to understand, predict
its behavior, and to describe and communicate
it. [11,16,23,26,27]

Figure 3 shows, that in the SWOT analysis, the internal and
external factors are evaluated first, which is called the input stage,
and the information required for devising strategies is determined.
During the second stage, which is called the comparison stage, all
the possible strategies are considered through developing a SWOT
matrix. The objective of this matrix is to determine all applicable
strategies and the best strategy is not sought at this stage. Strategists
could use this matrix to create and introduce four kinds of generic
norm strategies (SO, WO, ST, and WT strategies). [22] Another
prominent example for a matrix based SMTTs is the BCG Matrix,
which is now illustrated in Figure 4.

After introducing the applied three complexity dimensions, the
next sections provide further insight into how the SCM can be
analytically applied. This also shows, that the SCM is inspired by
the structure and function of proven, valued and practice based
SMTTs like the SWOT or BCG matrix. [21,22]
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complexity and results in a complex system. Figure 5 illustrates all
possible combinations.

Fig. 4. BCG Matrix
Fig. 5. External system classification

Both provided examples share a generic matrix format with a
simple two-dimensional analysis, which both reflect the company
internal and external view. Both examples allow to effectively and
categorize decision-problems and to deduct first norm strategies as
an answer in a holistic way. This is supported by the research of
Afonina who shows that in general managers prefer to use holistic
tools and techniques. [12] After introducing the theoretical
foundation and inspiration for the SCM framework the SCM
analysis process can now be introduced and described in detail.

Overall, it can be stated that a LOW external qualification
generally means in the context of the SCM framework that the
external environment of the system is clearly definable and is not
contributing to uncertainty while a HIGH external qualification
means that the external environment of the system is a major source
of uncertainty and is likely to lead to a system of higher complexity
classification, for example creating a chaotic system out of a
complex system ((S/D/E);(HIGH/HIGH/HIGH)). [18,20,24,28]

Internal Analysis & Qualification

SCM Norm Strategies

Initially, the internal complexity of the analyzed system is
determined by qualifying the dimensions of structural and dynamic
complexity to achieve the internal system classification through a
HIGH / LOW qualification combination of the dimensions of
structural and dynamic complexity. Table 2 now summarizes all
internal system classifications.

After achieving system qualification and classification a first
set of norm strategies in the form of identify, manage, and avoid can
be applied.[28] The strategy manage includes These norm strategies
are put into the SCM context as described in Figure 6.

Table 2. Internal classification
Classification

Qualification
combination
(S / D)

Description

Complicated
system

Low/Low

Non-complex,
understood system

well-

Complex system

High/High

Non-linear,
random system

Structurally
complex

High / Low

Structure as main source of
complexity

Dynamically
complex

Low/High

Information as main source
of complexity

partially

Fig. 6. SCM norm strategies
Table 2 shows, that the internal classification of SCM allows to
classify in four different classifications in the range of a
complicated to complex system through the four related HIGH /
LOW qualification combinations. Consequently, the goal of the
internal SCM classification is to achieve the specific system
classification which is then extended by the external system
classification for the final system classification. This process is
described in the next section.

Figure 7 now summarizes the complete SCM process.

External Analysis & Qualification
The resulting internal system classification, as shown in Table
2, is now applied to the LOW/HIGH qualification of the system
external dimension. For example, a LOW/HIGH dynamically
complex system is combined with a HIGH environmental

Fig. 7. Complete SCM process
After presenting the SCM framework, the applied case study
method for this paper is now introduced and described in detail.
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3. Case Study Design

Norm Strategy

The following table gives an overview about the relevant
elements of case-study based research for this paper, their
description, and the transfer of the research to the SCM. [29]
Table 3 now illustrates the applied case study design.

As shown in Figure 9, the resulting norm strategy for the system is
MANAGE, with intermediate system complexity and potential
starting points of cost-escalation and major inefficiencies.

Table 3. Case study design
Element
Unit
analysis

of

Description (Case specific)
Application of SCM on industrial
manufacturing system of two different
companies in Austria and Germany.

Selection
criterion

Industrial manufacturing system poses a
complex decision-making problem to senior
decision-makers

Data
collection
process

Companies provide research team with a set
of documents primary information source

Collecting
the
data
(forming the
database)

Information sources include:

Fig. 8. Norm strategy for manual assembly line

I.

Project documents (Factory
layouts)
II.
Project reports, including quarterly
reports, midterm review
III.
Calculations
IV.
Facility assessment reports
V.
Maintenance reports
and others (videos etc.)

Analyzing
the data

Document review & analysis process +
application of SCM

Interpretation
of data /
SCM
analysis

Interpretation of results of SCM with the
aim to generate norm strategy for individual
case

Nnorm strategy implementation
The following two measures were defined to allow norm strategy
implementation into practice. The following measures were
determined: (i) Outsourcing of non-essential production steps to
external suppliers (ii) Identification of points of cost escalation
through cost scenario analysis of insourcing / outsourcing
combinations of non-essential production steps.
Learnings
The following learnings can be obtained: i) manufacturers were
able to provide the research team with sufficient documents of
significance and information richness to allow meaningful and valid
analysis and results (ii) the research team was able to apply the
SCM on the case without having to depart from the framework
structure and functioning or breaking the coherence of the SCM (iii)
all received documents were successfully applied to SCM
dimensions (iv) the SCM was capable to generate valid results in
the form of norm strategies for all analyzed cases (v) the generated
SCM norm strategies were successfully implemented into practice.

The chosen research design allows to achieve the following
principles of data collection to contribute to the validity and
reliability of the study as well as rigor and thoroughness in the case
study process: (i) multiple sources of evidence in the form multiple
document types (ii) database creation (iii) maintaining a transparent
chain of evidence in the SCM analysis process. [30,31] In the next
section the document review process for the generated database is
described.

Discussion of Results
The application and results generated by the SCM and the
learnings obtained in the analyzed case indicate that holistic
practice-based SMTTs for strategic complexity management, like
the SCM, can provide meaningful and helpful assistance to
decision-makers in the manufacturing industry in the process of
strategy development when dealing with complex problems
concerning volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity. Due
to the system type of the cases analyzed (manual assembly line),
even though still complex for the decision-makers of the company,
it remains unclear if the SCM also provide useful strategic
implications in the context of hyper-complex, less traditional and
generally less understood systems like CPS and CPSS. Such
systems might be documented in more unorthodox or non-standard
ways and document analysis might be less efficient and effective for
the SCM. In summary, the results of the presented case study show
that SMTTs like the SCM can be regarded as a highly relevant
holistic and practice-based approaches for decision-makers to
strategically solve problems of complexity for industrial engineered
systems.

4. Case Study: Manual Assembly Line
The SCM has been utilized for complexity analysis in the
planning process of a new production system at an
international health & beauty SME. A central motivation and
goal of the SME to use SCM analysis was to support senior
management in development and planning of the mentioned
production line. The goal of the research team was to apply
and test the SCM in a real-world practice-based environment.
To achieve this, the company provided all existing
documentation as the data basis for SCM analysis.
.
SCM Analysis
Through the application of the SCM on the database the
production system is classified as a dynamically complex
system
with
the
qualification
((S/D/E);
(LOW/HIGH/LOW)).
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5. Conclusion
A strategic complexity framework in the form of the SCM is
introduced and functions as a practice based SMTT for complexity
analysis of current and future complex industrial systems. The
dimensions of the model in the form of structural, dynamic, and
environmental complexity are briefly introduced and described. The
core capabilities in the form of system qualification, classification,
and norm strategies of the SCM framework are theoretically
demonstrated. The SCM is applied for the strategic complexity
management analysis of a production system in a European beauty
& health SME with the goal to support senior management
decision-making. The analyzed case, the chosen case study
approach, the case study results and resulting learnings are
described and discussed. It is shown by the results of the case study,
that SMTTs like the SCM can provide valuable strategic support for
decision-makers in the manufacturing industries. There are now
many open directions for future work. First, conducting more realworld case study applications and cross-case analysis would be
helpful to define the practical value of the norm strategies more
clearly. Second, applying the SCM on more complex systems.
Finally, longitudinal case applications of the SCM framework
would help in understanding the long-term value of results.
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Impedance matching analysis of magnetic resonance coupled power transfer system
Arturas Janeliauskas, Alfred Markovski
Dept. of Electronics Engineering, Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania
E-mail: arturas.janeliauskas@ktu.lt, alfred.markovski@ktu.edu
Abstract: Remote Electric Vehicles (EV) charging could become a viable alternative to cable systems. This paper is dedicated to the ana lysis
of the Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance (SCMR) serial-to-serial topology aimed at establishing the impedance matching and obtains
the maximum efficiency and power transfer coefficient. The research was done by using a model of equivalent circuits, experimental
investigation and finite-element modeling of the mutual inductance. Upon generalizing the results obtained from the analytical and
experimental research as well as 3D modelling of magnetic fields using Comsol Multiphysics, the interrelationships between internal
resistance of voltage source and load resistance, characteristic and loss resistances as well as the distance between coils (the strength of
magnetic coupling) necessary to ensure maximum efficiency and power transfer coefficient were established. The results of exp erimental
research and modelling of the active power transfer coefficient were presented.
Keywords: REMOTE CHARGING, STRONGLY COUPLED MAGNETIC RESONANCE, SCMR, IMPEDANCE MATCHING, EFFICIENCY

1. Introduction

2. Theoretical Background

Remote Electric Vehicles (EV) charging, which relies on
Wireless Power Transfer technologies (WPT) could become a
viable alternative to cable systems. They would enable EV drivers
to charge their electromobiles in a much easier way, faster, more
reliably and more safely. It is also believed that automatic wireless
charging systems would significantly increase the appeal of
electromobiles [1].

The equivalent circuit of the SCMR serial to serial topology is
provided in Fig. 1. Depending on the way of excitation, the circuit
shown in Fig. 1 can be analysed by using frequency or time domain
circuit analysis methods.

The Wireless Power Transfer technologies date back to 1820
[2]. For the purpose of transmitting power across small distances,
the following three near field technologies can be used: inductive
coupling (John Boys, 1995), electrostatic inductions (Alexander
Rozin, 1998) and magnetic resonance coupling (Marin Soljacic,
2006).
Fig. 1 SCMR serial to serial topology circuit.

Magnetic resonance coupling (synonymous with resonant
inductive coupling, electrodynamic coupling [2] and strongly
coupled magnetic resonance – SCMR [3]) is a type of an inductive
coupling when the electric power between two resonance circuits
characteristic of small losses (high Q factor) is transferred due to a
time-varying magnetic field.

If E – harmonious voltage source and the transition processes
are complete, it is more convenient to use a frequency analysis. In
such a case the circuit equations in the vector form can be written
down as follows:

Every one of these technologies is subject to priority areas of
application. The comparative analysis [2] reveals that the only
technology which allows for the most efficient power transfer
across the distances proximate to vehicle clearance is the SCMR
technology.

 z11I1  z12 I 2  E ,

 z21I1  z22 I 2  0,
where

Research into energy transfer using resonance methods is still in
its early stage. The area which is the most relevant at this point is
the analysis of efficiency. At the moment, it is this area, which is
subject to most theoretical and experimental research [4].

z11 , z 22

complex

 j L11 

(1)

– a total complex circuit resistances and

coupling

–a

Here:

z11  r11 

z22  r22  j L22 

1

jC22

resistance.

1
 r11  jx11 ,
jC11

z12

 r22  jx22 , z12  z21  j M , r11  R2  R1 , r22  R4  R3 ;

The process of designing inductive WPT (including SCMR)
systems is complicated by the fact that the analytic calculation of
mutual inductance of coils [5] due to its 3D nature and the
dependence of leakage inductance on frequency [6] is almost
impossible. In this case, the only option is to 3D modelling
magnetic fields together with the lumped element circuits and the
recommendation for designing the system and improving its
efficiency can be made upon summarizing the design results.

C11  C1 ; C22  C2 ; L11  L1 ; L22  L2 - the values of
resistance, capacitance and inductance are calculated by summing
around the resonant circuits by directions of currents I1 , I 2 , R2 ,
R3 - total active loss resistances of the first and second resonant
circuit respectively, R1 – the internal resistance of the power
source, R4 - load resistance.

There are known four base topologies of passive resonance
power transfer systems: serial to serial, parallel to parallel, serial to
parallel and parallel to serial [7]. These differ in terms of distinct
input and output impedances at the resonance. In case of a wireless
EV battery charger, the active load resistances of both the power
transmitter (stationary coil) and the inverter output are low, so the
serial to serial topology, which at the resonance does not require
additional matching circuits, is the most suitable one.

Upon solving the equation (1) we find the currents:

I1 

E
z2
z11  12
z22

I2 

For maximum efficiency, it is necessary to determine the
characteristic resistance of the resonant circuits and match the input
and output impedances of SCMR serial to serial topology.

E


z11 

2M 2

,

(2)

z22

z12
j M
I1 
I1 .
z22
z22

(3)

From (2) we see, that due to the influence of the second circuit,
the first circuit impedance changes in size
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z11  

z122  2 M 2
2M 2
2M 2
r j 2
x22 . (4)

 2
2 22
2
z22
z22
r22  x22
r22  x22

P2 

r11 

2
r222  x22

r22 ,

 

(5)

x11 

2
r222  x22

x22 .

(6)
With the set

Regardless of the connection strength and compatibility,

.

r11 , the maximum power is transferred to the load,

r11r22   2 M 2  0 .

(13)
It’s more convenient to write down this condition by using the

circuit. Meanwhile, x11 can be both negative and positive,
depending on the tuning of the second circuit. With the capacity
tuning of the second circuit, the first circuit is added with inductive
resistance and vice versa. As a result, the presence of strong
coupling creates the circumstances for two additional resonances to
appear. This allows for the compensation of the added reactive
resistance. With the resonance in the second circuit x22  0 , the
first circuit is added purely active additional resistance, which is
inversely proportional to the loss resistance of the second circuit;
and in this case

r22

(12)

when r11  r11 . We can exploit the equation (7) and determine
the condition for the transfer of maximum power to the second
circuit

r11 always remains positive and increases the losses in the first

r11 

(11)

2M 2
.
r11r22   2 M 2

 

Calculations for the change in the reactive resistance of the first
circuit due to the influence of the second circuit. Their influence can
be illustrated by the equivalent scheme of the first circuit as shown
in Fig. 2.

2M 2

r11
.
r11  r11

If the second circuit is set for the frequency of the voltage
source, by making use of (7) we come up with the equation

and the imaginary form

2M 2

(10)

By placing (9), (10) into (8) we receive

The real part of this form shows a growth of the first circuit
active resistance

2M 2

1 2
I1 r11 .
2

M

coupling coefficient k 
quality Q1 

 22 

 L11
r11



11
r11

and the equations of circuit

L11 L22
, Q2 

 L22



r22

 22

. Here 11 

r22

L11
,
C11

L22
– the characteristic resistances of first and second
C22

resonant circuit respectively.
We note that

(7)

2M 2
r11r22



 2 M 2  L11  L22
 k 2Q1Q2 .
 L11 L22 r11 r22

(14)

By exploiting the (13) condition we receive that

k 2 Q1Q2  1 .

(15)

The coupling coefficient k at which the maximum power is
transferred to the second circuit

k

The system’s total power transfer coefficient  is calculated
by assuming that the net power P2 stands out in the active

1 2
I1 r11 ,
2

.

(16)

to minimize r11 . In such case, the critical coupling, based on (16), is

(8)

reduced, the condition k  kkr is fulfilled and two additional
resonances appear in the system. Fig. 3 shows dependence of the
apparent powers of the first and the second resonant circuits S1 , S 2

where P1 – power released in the resistance of the first circuit r11

P1 

r11 r22

11  22

The goal of energy transfer equipment is to achieve the
maximum efficiency. From the equations (11) and (12) it can be
seen that in order to achieve this at fixed  M , r22 , it is necessary

resistance of the second circuit r22

P2
,
P1  P2



This equation corresponds to the value of the critical coupling
coefficient k kr as presented in the Circuit Theory. Its presence in
the system of coupled circuits means that a single resonance exists
even when r11  r11 .

Fig. 2 Equivalent scheme of the first resonant circuit.

 

1
Q1Q2

on frequency and the strength of coupling when r11  r22 .

(9)

II are aligned
symmetrically to the main resonance frequency 0 . At this mode
the resonance frequency 0 is not suitable for power transfer: if

where I1 – amplitude current value of the first circuit.

Additional resonance frequencies

 can be expressed via the resonant circuits’ parameters and
coupling resistance  M . It is obvious that the power released onto

I ,

k  kkr , from (5) we get that the additional resistance r11

the resistance r11 is equal to the power transferred from the first
circuit to the second one, i.e.

2
increases k Q1Q2  1 times and the transferred powers shall be
respectively lower. This is illustrated by the circuits’ apparent
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power dependencies on frequency provided in Fig. 3. Higher power
can be transferred in the frequencies I and II ; however under



At a single resonance mode the transmitter circuit quality
should be the maximum;

real WPT exploitation circumstances the frequencies I and II
would be influenced by additional destabilizing factors related to
circuit quality and stability of coupling.



There are two possible ways of adjustment in order to
achieve maximum efficiency: by changing the ratio L/C
in both circuits or by changing the value of the receiver
circuit load resistance only;



An increase in load resistance is a priority when the
magnetic coupling is strong (smaller distance between
coils) and an increase in the ratio L/C is more suitable
when the coupling is weak, because it also raises the
quality of the transmitter circuit.

3. Experimental Results
With the aim to test the theoretical conclusions, an experimental
serial to serial topology layout with two identical coils (Fig. 4) was
produced. The main parameters of the experimental layout are
provided in Tab. 1.

Fig. 3 The dependencies of the apparent power of the resonant circuits on
frequency.

In real WPT systems there would be an inevitable need to adjust
one circuit to the other, and this would require a determined
reference frequency. In this case such a frequency does not exist,
because I and II depend on the parameters of both circuits and
subject to random factors affecting the circuit parameters k , Q1 ,

Q2 , this would cause random changes to both I and II . So, in
order to maximize transferred power and ensure stable energy
transfer to the load, there is a need for a complicated sustainable
frequency tracking system.
The results of modelling using the Comsol Multiphysics show
that at the frequencies I , II , in comparison to 0 , greater
efficiency is not achieved. It is also confirmed by the [8, 9]
provided conclusion: power transfer efficiency is always the highest
at the main resonance. In the light of the aforementioned
shortcomings, the application of the mode when k  kkr in EV
chargers is complicated. If such a regime presents itself, there is
always a possibility to increase the value of k kr , so that the system
passes to a single resonance mode. By minimizing r11 and selecting

r22 it is possible to maximize the power transfer efficiency. If the
resonant circuits are equal, i.e. L11  L22  L , C11  C22  C ,
from (15) we arrive at the main condition for achieving the
maximum efficiency and power transfer

r22 

k2 L
, when k  kkr ,   0 , r11  min .
r11 C

Fig. 4 Experimental setup: serial to serial topology layout (a);
parameter measurement circuit (b); oscillograms of circuit currents (c).

(17)

Table 1: Parameters of serial to serial topology layout..
Number
Winding
Wire gauge;
Load
of
resistance
diameter/height
resistance
turns,
R2, R3,
of coils, cm
R4, Ω
N
Ω
AWG 23;
30
1,14
8,2 – 51
128/17

It shows that every coupling coefficient k value corresponds to
some r22 , L , C values which ensure maximum efficiency. For
instance, subject to a fixed r22 , by reducing the distance between
coils and with the increasing k , it is necessary to reduce inductance
(the number of turns) and increase the capacitance accordingly ( 0
must remain unchanged).

Distance
between
coils H,
mm
5 – 50

Voltages U1 and U 2 (Fig. 4(b)) measured during the
experiment at 125 kHz resonance frequency. Active power
transfer efficiency  is calculate by using (18)

From (17) equation it is possible to arrive at the following
conclusions relevant to design serial to serial Magnetic Resonance
Coupled System topologies:
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U 22 R1
.
( E  U1 )U1 R4

resistance and the distance between coils, which confirms the (17)
dependence.

(18)

Load resistance R4 is being changed in order to establish
maximum active power transfer at various distances (gaps)
between coils. The measurement and modelling results are
provided in Fig. 5. From the four upper curves corresponding to
the loads R4=51; 36; 24; 15; 8,2 Ω it can be seen that with the
changing distance between coils’, the optimal load resistance
values exist. With these values, the maximum of a power transfer
efficiency is achieved.

4. Conclusions
1.
By reducing the load resistance and/or distance between
coils (with increasing coupling) the system passes from a single
resonance frequency mode to a three resonances frequency mode
(frequency splitting mode). In such case transmitted power is
significantly reduced at the main resonant frequency due to an
increased transmitter circuit active resistance. Also in the additional
resonance frequencies, the power transfer efficiency decreases due
to incompletely compensated reactive resistance.
2.
At the single resonance frequency mode the mandatory
condition to achieve the maximum efficiency and power transfer
coefficient is the maximum quality of the transmitter resonance
circuit.
3.
Aiming to maintain active power transfer efficiently while
the distance between coils is reduced, it’s necessary to reduce
inductance (the number of turns) and increase the capacitance
accordingly (main resonant frequency must remain unchanged)
and/or increase the load resistance and vice versa. An increase in
load resistance is a priority when the magnetic coupling is strong
(smaller distance between coils), while an increase in the ratio L/C
is more suitable when the coupling is weak, because it also raises
the quality of the transmitter resonance circuit.
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In order to determine the optimal load resistance value, the
measurements are repeated with the fixed gap H between coils. Fig.
6 provides power transfer efficiency measurement and modelling
results which show that in each case the optimal load resistance
exists. This optimal load resistance, subject to maximum gap H=50
mm forms 15 – 20 Ω, and subject to gap H=25 mm forms 30 – 40
Ω.

Fig. 6 Power transfer efficiency dependence on load resistance subject to
different gaps H between coils.

Summarizing the results obtained from the experimental
research as well as 3D modelling of magnetic fields using Comsol
Multiphysics, the interrelationships between active load resistance
and the distance between coils (the strength of magnetic coupling)
necessary to ensure maximum power transfer coefficient has been
confirmed. In each case, there is an optimal value of load
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Abstract: In specific energy saving measures, special attention is paid to driving technologies, as electric drives account for two thirds of
industrial energy consumption. Paper deals with appropriate selection of electric motor with higher efficiency for shuttleless weaving
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or the gear system to the production machine is additionally
affected. This effect can be manual or automatic. In the textile
industry there are automatic devices of mechanical, electromechanical or purely electric type [1].

1. Introduction
The energy saving is a powerful source for improving the
technical and economic indicators in the work of industrial
companies. The rationalization of energy consumption is related to
the introduction of new technologies, machines and equipment, or
their modernization. This in many cases releases significant
amounts of electricity and power. The comprehensive analysis of
the energy balance of a production company allows to determine the
main directions for saving electricity. At the same time, it is
necessary to introduce unity in the calculations of the efficiency of
the activity performed by the industrial companies for saving
electricity. In the case of energy efficiency measures related to the
installation of new equipment or modernization of the existing one,
the composition of the annual costs shall change either the
depreciation deductions or the operating costs, or both.

In the case of electrical regulation, one of the circuits of the
electric motor is usually affected. The relatively low inertia and
simple construction are one of the main advantages over mechanical
adjustment in some machines (carried out by gears, flat variators
and less often with a V-belt). In addition, with the electric way of
regulation it is possible to carry out easier automation of the drive
and regulation. Direct drives without any gears, coupling or
converting mechanical devices achieve a higher level of energy
efficiency.
There are two fundamentally different possibilities for electrical
regulation of induction motors. The first consists in changing the
slip while maintaining the speed of the rotating stator magnetic
field, which can be done by changing the active and / or inductive
resistances in the stator or rotor circuit or by changing the supply
voltage. The second possibility of regulation consists in changing
the speed of the rotating magnetic field, which can be done by
changing the frequency of the supply voltage - the so-called
frequency control. However, when adjusting the frequency, it is
necessary to adjust the amplitude of the supply voltage. If the
frequency changes at constant voltage, the magnetic flux changes in
inverse proportion. As the frequency decreases, the current
increases, this leads to saturation of the magnetic circuit, and hence
to a sharp increase in motor current. As the frequency increases, the
magnetic flux decreases, and with it the allowable torque of the
motor. The frequency control can be performed in a wide range
below and above the natural mechanical characteristics of the
motor. The main problem for its application is the creation of
relatively inexpensive frequency converters.

Production machines in the textile industry are designed to
perform certain functions. The weaving machines periodically pass
weft through the main threads, intertwine them, seal the interwoven
threads and remove the fabric. Despite the great variety of
operations, there are a number of common things in the textile
industry. One of the most important is that all operations are
performed by working bodies that must be driven.
The drive as an element of a machine is important for the
implementation of the technological process. Drive is the system of
electric motor, transmission elements to the working bodies (gears,
belt and chain gears, etc.) and drive control bodies (buttons,
switches, regulators, adjusting bodies, etc.). Currently, the
kinematic scheme is simplified as much as possible, which often
leads to the integration of the engine with the working body that it
drives.
Nowadays electro-mobility is a booming field. Good news are
rare these days, so it is good to hear that the number of vehicles
with full or partial electric drives is constantly growing. This trend
is just at the beginning and there is a lot of persuasion that will still
have to be made to potential buyers. In addition to the range, the
reliability of these vehicles is an important characteristic [2].

In many cases, electrical regulation is especially important in
the process of starting work machines. Direct start-up by connecting
the motor to the mains is not always possible and desirable.
Sometimes the starting currents are unacceptably high, in other
cases the starting process is associated with large mechanical
impacts or lasts too long, which adversely affects the performance
of the mechanisms. Therefore, the management of the engine startup process is intended:

Individual drive is one in which each production machine is
driven by a separate electric motor. Its advantages are: the speed of
each production machine can be regulated electrically; drive repair
is easier. The disadvantage is that the electric motor must be next to
the production machine.

- limiting the current and torque of the motor to safe values for
it and for the driven mechanism;
- smooth start (minimum starting torque, low acceleration
value, etc.);
- formation of the start-up process, i.e. its implementation for a
minimum time, without exceeding the permissible values of
torque and motor current.

2. Technical considerations
For the proper course of the technological process in many
textile machines it is necessary for the working bodies to change
their speed. The change in speed is the result of the control or
regulation of the speed of an organ, depending on the program that
is set, or the change of the parameter that is monitored. Drive speed
control means any forced change of angular speed, which is
achieved with the help of special devices, regardless of the size and
nature of the load. The speed is only adjusted when the drive motor

One of the main indicators of adjustable drives, which serve in
the design and comparison of drive variants, is the so-called
stability of work. This concept means the possibility of stable
operation of the electric drive with a corresponding allowable
deviation of the load torque. Stable operation depends on the
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hardness of the mechanical characteristic. The more rigid the
mechanical characteristic, the more stable the operation of the
electric drive will be. With softer characteristics (falling steeper
down), the stability decreases.

brought to the shaft of the electric motor, depends on the kinematic
parameters of the production machine, on the peculiarities of its
construction and technology and on the time.
In the case of weaving machines, the static torque depends on
the angle of rotation of the motor rotor. As a kinematic element in
these machines there is a crank mechanism. Usually the static
torque for one revolution takes at least one maximum and
minimum. The appearance of the latter is related to the inertial
forces in the mechanisms.

In the conditions of the textile industry, the presence of many
production machines in one room leads to an increase in
temperature due to the heat release from electric motors. In a
number of working premises (halls) in the textile industry a certain
temperature-humidity regime of the air is used. The additional heat
dissipation from the machines complicates the operation of the air
conditioning systems, especially in the summer. In addition, electric
motors are a source of additional noise, which amplifies the already
loud noise in the workplace.

For some of the weaving machines in the course of work for
technological or other reasons the speed regime changes and in that
case the static moment depends on both the road and the speed. For
example, sleeveless looms, typically operating at a speed of 240 to
400 min-1, have different static resistance torque depending on the
rotational speed.

In propulsion, the mechanical energy produced by the electric
motor is used to drive the working parts of the machine. This
process, according to the technological conditions, often takes place
at a variable speed. The speed of the drive can also change due to
fluctuations in the mechanical load of the working machine or from
the instability of the mains voltage. Any change in the speed of the
drive causes a change in the stock of kinetic energy in all moving
masses of the motor-machine system. This circumstance is the
reason for the occurrence of inconsistencies in the current, torque
and power of the motor, on which depends the nature of the
movement of the drive.

All

electric motors have a mechanical characteristic
  f (M ) , which graphically represents a falling line in the
working area, i.e. as the torque increases, the angular speed of the
motor decreases.
Depending on the nature of the requirements, a motor with the
appropriate mechanical characteristic must be selected. Weaving
machines require rigid mechanical characteristics and induction
motors with their known advantages are suitable for them. With
rigid mechanical characteristics, the angular speed changes slightly
for large changes in torque. In most cases, the choice is correct if
the motor passes the load test. The permissible load on the motor is
limited by its heating, which depends on the energy losses
determined by the magnitude of the motor current. Therefore, the
condition for full use of the motor when operating at different
control characteristics is that the magnitude of the current remains
constant and is equal to the nominal one.

The relationships between the mechanical quantities of electric
drives - path, speed and acceleration (linear or angular), forces,
moments and powers, and electrical quantities - voltage, current,
frequency, etc., are called characteristics. The drive works normally
when an electric motor is selected with appropriate parameters and
characteristics that fully meet the requirements of the production
machine.
The various characteristics of electric motors and mechanisms
can be classified as mechanical characteristics, electro-mechanical
characteristics, load characteristics or diagrams, speed
characteristics or diagrams.
Mechanical characteristics are those that express the
relationship between two mechanical parameters. In motors and
mechanisms, mechanical characteristic means the relationship
between angular velocity  , rotational speed n (or velocity V )
and torque M (or force F ), i.e.   f (M ) , n  f (M ) ,

Motor heating is an extremely important factor in the textile
industry, as they operate in most cases in flammable environments.
In addition, the heat given off by them is taken into account when
sizing the air conditioning system of the room.
The study of the nature of the motion of the drive is done by
solving the equation of its motion and studying the influence of the
various quantities involved in this equation. The drives of textile
machines mainly refer to rotational movements. Therefore, the
equation of motion has the following form [2]:

V  f (M ) . In the case of textile machines, the working bodies
that consume energy usually have a certain dependence of the
resistance torque on the speed. Therefore, the shaft of the electric
motor will have a specific load torque that it will have to overcome.
Therefore, the torque for overcoming the static resistance (brought
to the motor shaft) is considered as an independent variable, and its
speed - as a dependent one.
Electro-mechanical characteristics are dependencies between
one mechanical and one electrical parameter, for example the
angular velocity as a function of stator current -   f ( I1 ) .
Load characteristics or diagrams are the dependences of
torque, power, power and current on time. These characteristics
have a certain importance in choosing the power of the electric
motor.
Speed characteristics or diagrams express the dependence of
angular velocity  , rotational speed n or speed V on time.
Properly calculated speed characteristic makes it possible to analyze
the operation of the production machine and to identify ways to
increase its productivity.

(1)
where:

M  ML  J

d  2 dJ

dt
2 d

M – motor torque;
M L – static resistance torque of the working machine
brought to the motor shaft;
J – moment of inertia of all moving parts in the
motor-working machine system, brought to the motor
shaft;
 – angular speed of the motor;
 – angle of rotation of the motor shaft;
t – the time.

In transient modes, such as starting processes until a set speed is
reached or when moving from one mechanical characteristic to
another, an additional torque due to inertial forces is added to the
resistance torque of the working machine. This additional torque is
determined by the acceleration (the change in angular speed over
time).

The production machine works optimally when the electric
motor that drives it meets the technological requirements in terms of
overload, starting and regulating properties, etc. In order to be able
to design a drive correctly, it is necessary to know well the
mechanical and regulating properties of electric motors and the
nature of changes in the static and dynamic parameters of the
production machine. One of the main parameters - the static torque,

The drives provide the necessary kinetic energy of the working
bodies of the production machines for the proper course of the
technological process. In the course of work the production
machine, respectively the drive, changes its states according to the
requirements of the technological process. This change of state is
provided by the automation to the drive.
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The drive of the weaving machines is implemented in such a
way that in case of breaking of the main or weft thread the machine
stops. The most common are two ways of automatic braking:
electro-mechanical and electric. Despite the common elements in
their drive, the weaving machines differ mainly in the mode of
operation of the electric motor. In some machines the electric motor
does not stop when defects appear, but the existing connections are
cut off and the machine stops, and in other machines the electric
motor stops at the same time as the clutch is detached. In addition to
braking action, the automation also has an information action
through light signaling.

-

useful force, ensuring the execution of the set technological
operation;
friction force in the kinematic circuits;
forces of interaction of the working body with the
environment;
force, which is related to the change of the potential energy
of the separate units;
inertial force, which is related to the change of the kinetic
energy of the individual units.

The mechanical characteristics of the mechanisms are quite
diverse. A special group are the characteristics of the looms, in
which the resistance torque is a function of the angle of rotation of
the crankshaft and the percussion mechanism. A feature of most
textile machines is the presence of a significant constant component
in the load schedule.

3. Selection of electric motor for a specific loom –
results and findings
The advantage of an AC charging station is that the on-board
charger will regulate the voltage and current as required for the EV
hence it is not mandatory for the charging station to communicate to
the EV.

When calculating the power required to select a loom motor, the
components of the resistance forces in the kinematic circuits and the
forces of interaction of the working bodies with the environment are
mainly taken into account. In this case, if the peripheral speed of the
working parts of the machine is less than 0.33 m/s, then in an air
environment the resistance of the interaction of the bodies with the
environment can be neglected.

One of the measures to achieve energy savings in the industry is
to replace unloaded electric motors with those with lower power. If
the average load of an electric motor is less than 45% of its rated
power, its replacement by an electric motor with less power is
always appropriate and does not require a calculation check. When
the electric motor is loaded with more than 70% of its rated power,
it can be considered that its replacement is inexpedient. When the
electric motor is loaded in the range of 45-70% of its rated power,
the expediency of its replacement must be confirmed by reducing
the total losses of active power and energy in the electrical system
and in the electric motor. Even if justified by calculations, such a
replacement can only take place after a careful check of the
possibility of full load with a view to the correct use of the driven
work machine. This measure is justified when the electric motor is
chosen incorrectly and its power is higher, compared to that of the
working machine. The installation of an electric motor with reduced
power is good in case of insufficient use of the working machine,
but in the long run it can be an obstacle for its full use with the
corresponding improvement of the technological process.

Due to the presence of a crank mechanism, the load diagram of
the loom is periodic with a repetition period determined by the time
per revolution (α =360°) on the main shaft.
Three characteristic components can be identified in the torque
curve:
- constant, necessary for overcoming the friction forces and
depending on the speed of the loom;
- periodic, necessary for overcoming the inertial forces of the
vatal and the related inertial elements, the nature of the
changes of which can be described by a sum of several
harmonic;
- a short-term variable required to transmit an impact effect,
the nature of the changes of which in the range of its action
(from 70 to 100) can be described with sufficient accuracy
by a harmonic function

The subject of consideration is the STB weaving machine,
which is widely used for the production of weaving textiles. It has a
high degree of unification of the aggregates and mechanisms and is
adapted for the production of wool, silk, cotton and linen-hemp
fabrics. This weaving machine is individually driven. The electric
motor is located on the right inside the machine. the nominal speed
of the main shaft is 275 min-1.

The change in torque per revolution of the main shaft causes a
change in the power consumed by the loom and a transition during
one revolution of the electric motor for a period of several times in
generator mode with the release of energy in the mains. In this
mode, the motor remains connected to the mains and returns
(recovers) to it the converted mechanical energy from the moving
parts entering its shaft. This mode is energy efficient and only takes
place at speeds greater than this ideal idle speed. The mechanical
characteristic of the motor in this mode is the continuation of its
natural mechanical characteristic in the II quadrant of the coordinate
system.

Three-phase induction motors with power up to 10 kW are used
for the electric drive of most textile machines in the weaving
industry. The technological requirements for the loom are
sufficiently met by the use of an induction motor with a shortcircuited rotor. In order to facilitate the kinematic circuits of this
type of machine, the most common synchronous rotational
frequency of the motors used is 1000 min-1.

For modern weaving machines at a crankshaft speed of 100 to
300 min-1, the constant component of the resistance torque M0 can
be approximately determined by the empirical formula [3]:

The electric motors of the looms operate in S1 continuos mode
(according to EN 60034-1) – operating mode with constant or
slightly changing load over time.

M 0  A  Bn0 , Nm ,

(2)
where:

The choice of power of electric motors for such a mode is
precisely defined - it is enough to know the constant static power
required for the mechanism, taking into account the losses in gears.
This power is determined by means of theoretical dependencies,
taking into account the relationship between power and
technological processes, or experimentally on the basis of existing
similar mechanisms.

(3)

A is the constant that depends on the design data, Nm
B - a factor that takes into account the influence of
speed, Nms
n0 - crankshaft rotational speed.
A  60 Nm ,

Therefore,

Dynamic loads occurring during infrequent starts of electric
motors are not taken into account because they have practically no
effect on their heating.

B  0.2 Nms ,

n0  275 min 1

M 0  A  Bn0  60  0.2  275  5Nm

The constant component of the moment of inertia is also
determined by an empirical formula:

The torque required to set the working bodies of the textile
machinery in motion is determined mainly by the following
resistance forces:

(4)
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where C is the coefficient, C  3000 Nm 2 min 1 .
The periodic components of the resistance torque depending on
the position of the crankshaft are approximated as a sum of
harmonics of the 1st, 3rd, and 7th order.
The resultant resistance torque curve as a function of the
crankshaft angle has the form:
(5) MC  M0  M1 sin  M3 sin3  M 7 cos( 7  50 )sign
the following conditions are met:
70 o    100 o 
M1 / M 0  0.8  0.1 ;

M 3 / M 0  0.4  0.1 ;
M 7 / M 0  0.8  0.2 ;

M 1  4 Nm ;
M 3  2 Nm ;
M 7  4 Nm .

Fig. 1 Changes in the resistance torque as a function of the angle of
rotation of the main shaft

The resulting inertia moment curve as a function of the
crankshaft rotation angle has the form:

Table 1 below shows the values of the resistance torque relative
to the angle of rotation of the main shaft, and Fig. 1 - the graphic
representation.

(6)

Table 1: Values of the resistance torque to the angle of rotation of the
main shaft

α, [о]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

J  J 0  J 2 cos 2  J 3 sin( 3  150 )sign
the following conditions are met:
J 2 / J 0  0.2  0.05 ;
J 3 / J 0  0.3  0.6 ;

М Load, [Nm]
8,456745
1,003825
7,819343
-0,78403
2,518561
5,9202
6,591937
14,3156
1,6886
2,358019
0,916135
2,20174
10,54103
3,040342
10,10755
6,317818
2,965829
3,51532
-3,61909
9,199036
8,56641
8,923083
6,941085
-1,97172
6,407367
0,894617
4,957506
7,948125
5,9912
12,6263
-0,01957
0,8689
1,6034
4,0128
13,17574
3,801257

J 2  2.18 Nm 2 ;
J 3  4.90 Nm 2 .

Table 2 below shows the values of the moment of inertia
relative to the angle of rotation of the main shaft, and Fig. 2 - the
graphic representation.
Table 2: Values of moment of inertia relative to the angle of rotation of
the main shaft

α, [о]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

In Fig. 1 are shown EV on-board chargers and charging stations.
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J, [Nm2]
6,084733
14,64575
17,60894
10,27802
4,1213441
8,476416
16,02992
15,1251
8,15236
6,489841
11,74702
14,4691
10,79352
8,10616
11,16466
13,79994
10,52984
7,045135
10,39488
15,696
13,69215
6,273134
5,817145
13,69215
17,71603
11,18877
4,09961
7,475189
15,87001
16,26462
8,690609
5,349602
10,69613
15,31959
12,29668
7,839927
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α, [о]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

Fig. 2 Changes in the moment of inertia as a function of the angle of
rotation of the main shaft

Fluctuations in load and inertia cause fluctuations in power
consumption and loom speed. The dependence of the speed and
mechanical power on the angle is represented by the expression:
(7)

P2  M 0 n0 ( 1  K cos 2 )

(8)

n  n0  n2 cos 2

the following conditions are met:
n2 / n  0.10  0.15 , приемаме n2 / n  0.12 ;
K  1.7  0.1 .

Therefore,

P2  M 0 n0 ( 1  K cos 2 )  5  275( 1  1.7 cos 2 ) .
Table 3 below shows the values of the useful power relative to
the angle of rotation of the main shaft, and Fig. 3 - the graphic
representation
Table 3: Values of useful power relative to the angle of rotation of the
main shaft

(9)

P2, [W]
421,1082
2933,968
3601,265
1633,03
-640,67
-528,148
1837,389
3655,534
2773,9
236,1988
-953,349
613,4862
3081,829
3529,566
1426,651
-737,411
-400,725
2038,128
3691,946
2602,88
60,20586
-925,968
811,8266
3216,326
3440,998
1219,867
-817,612
-259,398
2233,675
3710,217
2422,246
-105,493
-880,571
1014,576
3336,406
3336,253

Pcalc  kPср ,W

where k is the load factor that depends on the size of the
electric motor.
(10)

k  1.6  1.8

Pcalc  1.8  1890 .175  3402 .315W

Here it can be specified that increasing the average load of
working machines reduces the specific costs of electricity. When
the load is reduced, the efficiency of the electric motor and
especially of the working machine is reduced. With maximum use
of the working machine and its full load, the specific energy
consumption will be minimal.
After determining the required static power Ризч., the electric
motor for the given mechanism is selected from a catalog with the
same or the nearest higher power Р изб., so that

Fig. 3 Changes in useful power as a function of the angle of rotation of
the main shaft

(11)

The given approximation of the actual loads of the loom makes
it possible to determine the power of the electric motor as a r.m.s.
value for one revolution of the crankshaft:

Pср 

m 2 
  P2m 
1
 
m

Ризб. ≥ Ризч.

We choose: Three-phase induction motor series TP, with height
of the axis of rotation 132 mm, with cage rotor and with external
self-ventilation, efficiency standard IE3 - Premium Efficiency.
The transition to energy-saving electric motors pays off in the
long run through a significant reduction in energy consumption,
leading to lower operating costs. The energy savings of Class IE3
motors are mainly based on the lower rated current compared to
Class IE2.
Standard IEC 60034-30-1 defines the energy efficiency classes
of induction electric motors. Regulations (EU) 640/2009 and

128619432   1890 .175W
36

The computing power at which an electric motor is selected is :
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4. Conclusions

04/2014 set out the conditions for the transition to new energysaving technologies. From 1 January 2017, only electric motors
complying with class IE3, with power between 0.75 and 375 kW,
are allowed for use in the European Economic Area.
The main objective of the IE3 standard, in force in the European
Union, is to achieve a long-term reduction in the energy
consumption of electric motors in use, and thus to contribute to the
high requirements and goals related to climate in Europe.
The induction motor type TP132MA-6 has the following
parameters shown in Tables 4 and 5 [4]:

Considering that three-phase induction motors manufactured in
Russia and the former socialist countries are used for the electric
drive of the majority of the looms in Bulgaria, the choice of an
electric motor of higher energy class for the specific case in the
present case is quite appropriate and expedient. . Manufacturers of
electric motors in Bulgaria offer a wide range of options in terms of
nominal parameters and modes of operation of such units. The
economic side of this issue should not be neglected either - all
electric motors are imported against a convertible currency and
together with taxes and duties reach a higher price than those
produced in our country. On the other hand, the operation will
facilitate measures and measures for maintenance and repair of
motors.
In short, the outlined retrofit methodology by selecting an
electric motor for a loom of a higher energy class is applicable to
the equipment available in textile enterprises.

Table 4: Technical data of motor type TP132MA-6 at 400 V, 50 Hz

Rated
output

Rotation
speed

Rated Efficiency Power
current
factor

kW

minˉ¹

A

%

4.0

975

8.68

86.8

-
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Table 5: Technical data of motor type TP132MA-6 at 400 V, 50 Hz

Starting Starting Maximum
current torque torque
In case of direct connection as
a multiplicity of the nominal
one
Current
Torque
6.0

2.1

2.6

Moment of Weight
inertia
J, kgm²

m, kg

References
1.
0.0175

65

Verification required:
2.

Since the cyclic nature of the load has separate working sections
with a long duration, the following condition must be met:
(12)

M L max  M N ,

3.

where M L max is the maximum value of the static resistance
torque.
Table 1 shows that the maximum static torque is 14.3152 Nm.
4.

M N  PN /  N  4000 / 102 .05  39.20 Nm

Therefore, the condition is met:

M L max  M N ;

14.3152  39.20 .

The selected motor can also be checked under the starting
condition:
(13)

M START  M L max
M START  1.6  M N  1.6  39.20  62.72

Therefore, the condition is met: 62 .7214 .3152 .
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Efficiency and loss analysis of main steam condenser from nuclear power plant at various
loads and ambient temperatures
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Abstract: This paper presents exergy analysis of the main steam condenser, which operates in nuclear power plant. The analysis is
performed in four main condenser operating regimes (loads) for a variety of the ambient temperatures. It is found that the main steam
condenser has the lowest exergy destruction (equal to 72091.56 kW) and the highest exergy efficiency (equal to 66.66%) at the lowest
observed ambient temperature (5 °C) and for the highest of four observed loads. Also, it is noted that an increase in the ambient temperature
from 20 °C to 25 °C (two the highest observed ambient temperatures) significantly decreases main steam condenser exergy efficiency for
about 21%, regardless of the observed load.
KEYWORDS: MAIN STEAM CONDENSER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, EFFICIENCY AND LOSS, VARIOUS LOADS, THE AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE CHANGE
steam turbine used for the main feed water pump drive) [10, 11].
The analyzed main condenser also receives two condensate flow
streams which cannot be used anywhere in the process - from first
low pressure condensate regenerative heater (heater located nearest
to main condenser) [12] and from the gland steam condenser [13].
At the main condenser bottom, all the condensate is collected and
delivered to the suction side of the condensate pump.

1. Introduction
Steam power plants of any kind are today the dominant electrical
power producers worldwide [1]. One of the essential elements
inside any steam power plant (regardless of the fact if the steam
power plant is stand-alone or a part of a more complex plant), are
main steam condensers [2, 3].
Main steam condensers are used for steam condensation (for
change of steam aggregate state) as well as for collecting all the
condensate throughout power plant which cannot be used anywhere
else [4]. In the literature can be found various main steam
condensers analyses, regardless if the main steam condenser is
observed as an individual component, or as a constituent part of the
entire power plant [5, 6].
In this paper is analyzed main steam condenser from nuclear
power plant as an individual component. The condenser is analyzed
at four various loads (operating regimes) and for a variety of the
ambient temperatures. Obtained results show that the analyzed main
steam condenser has the highest exergy efficiency and the lowest
exergy destruction (exergy power loss) when it operates at the
highest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine (at the highest
load) and at the lowest observed ambient temperature.

2. Description of the analyzed main steam condenser
which operates in nuclear power plant

Fig. 1. General scheme of the main steam condenser from nuclear
power plant along with operating points necessary for the exergy
analysis

The dominant function of the main steam condenser in any
power plant is changing steam aggregate state (from steam to
condensate) [7]. In power plants of high power, main steam
condensers are usually shell and tube heat exchangers, so the
condensation occurs inside the condenser housing on the number of
pipes through which passes cooling water. Steam during
condensation transfers heat to cooling water and increase its
temperature (in an ideal situation if all the losses are neglected,
steam temperature and pressure during condensation remains almost
constant - due to change in aggregate state) [8]. Cooling water at the
condenser outlet (with increased temperature) is delivered to
cooling tower (for the analyzed condenser) and after cooling is
returned back to the main steam condenser (with decreased
temperature). Along with steam condensation as the dominant
function, into the main condenser are usually delivered all
condensate streams which cannot be used anymore in the steam
process [9].
General scheme of the observed main steam condenser which
operates in nuclear power plant, along with operating points
necessary for the analysis performed in this paper is presented in
Fig. 1. It should be highlighted that in Fig. 1 steam flow streams are
marked with red color, condensate flow streams with dark blue
color and cooling water flow streams are marked with light blue
color.
In the analyzed main steam condenser, along with the dominant
steam flow stream from the main turbine low pressure cylinders,
also condenses steam which is delivered to the main condenser after
expansion in the feed water pump turbine (low power auxiliary

3. Equations for the efficiency and loss analysis in
relation to the ambient temperature
3.1. General equations and balances
Unlike energy analysis [14, 15] which is completely independent
of the ambient conditions in which control volume or a system
operates, exergy analysis (analysis of control volume or a system
losses and efficiencies) takes into consideration the change in the
ambient conditions [16]. The ambient pressure change is small and
its influence on the exergy analysis can be neglected, but the change
in the ambient temperature has significant influence on the exergy
analysis of any control volume or a system. The main exergy
balance equation is [17, 18]:

 E ex, IN  X heat   E ex, OUT  P  E ex, D .

(1)

In Eq. 1, P is used or produced mechanical power in (kW), index
IN denotes input, index OUT denotes output, index D denotes
destruction (loss) while the other components will be defined in the
following equations. The exergy power of any fluid stream E ex in
(kW) is defined according to [19] as:

  ,
E ex  m
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where m
 is fluid stream mass flow rate in (kg/s) and  in
(kJ/kg) is specific exergy of any fluid stream which can be defined
as proposed in [20]:

  (h  h0 )  T0  (s  s 0 ) .

operating regime 3 (mass flow rate of steam from the main steam
turbine is 825.90 kg/s) and in Table 4 for operating regime 4 (mass
flow rate of steam from the main steam turbine is 824.20 kg/s).
Table 1. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 1
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.67
0.2200
23.0
1

(3)

In Eq. 3, h is fluid stream specific enthalpy in (kJ/kg), s is fluid
stream specific entropy in (kJ/kg·K), T is temperature in (K) and
index 0 denotes the ambient state. The last undefined variable from
Eq. 1 is a heat exergy transfer X heat in (kW) at the temperature T,
which is defined as [21]:
 T  
X heat   1  0   Q  ,
T  


2

44457.90

139.66

0.1580

33.3

3

829.35

2350.40

0.0075

40.3

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

100.59

304.79

0.0352

72.7

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

962.44
168.75
0.0075
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.3

(4)

where Q in (kW) is energy heat transfer. The overall exergy
efficiency  ex definition of any control volume or a system can be
found in [22, 23] and presented in a general form as:
 ex 

overall (cumulativ e) exergy output
.
overall (cumulativ e) exergy input

(5)

Table 2. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 2
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.68
0.2200
23.0
1

3.2. Main steam condenser exergy analysis equations
All the general equations presented in Section 3.1 are also valid
in main steam condenser exergy analysis. Here are presented final
exergy analysis equations which define main steam condenser
exergy power input and output, as well as exergy destruction
(exergy power loss) and exergy efficiency. All the equations for
main steam condenser exergy analysis are defined by using
operating points presented in Fig. 1. Presented equations are equal
for any condenser load (the changeable elements for each load are
operating parameters of each fluid flow stream).
- Main steam condenser (MSC) exergy power input:

 3  3  m
 4  4  m
 5  5  m
 6  6  m
 7   7 . (6)
E ex, IN,MSC  m
- Main steam condenser exergy power output:

 2  2  m
 1  1 .
E ex, OUT,MSC  m

- Main steam condenser exergy destruction (exergy power loss):
(8)

- Main steam condenser exergy efficiency:

 ex, MSC 

 2  2  m
 1  1
m
.
 3  3  m
 4  4  m
 5  5  m
 6  6  m
 7  7
m

44457.90

139.28

0.1580

33.2

3

826.90

2335.00

0.0076

40.6

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

114.16

311.47

0.0376

74.4

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

974.31
170.06
0.0076
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.6

Table 3. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 3
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.68
0.2200
23.0
1

(7)

.

2

(9)

4. Operating parameters at various loads required for
the exergy analysis of the main steam condenser
Operating parameters of each main steam condenser fluid flow
stream (according to Fig. 1) at each observed load (operating
regime), are found in [24]. It should be noted that the first operating
regime is related to the highest steam mass flow rate which enters
into the main condenser from the main turbine (operating point 3,
Fig. 1) - higher operating regime number is related to lower steam
mass flow rate which enters into the condenser from the main
turbine.
The authors in [24] for each condenser fluid flow stream at each
operating regime presented mass flow rate, specific enthalpy,
pressure and temperature. From those data, for each fluid flow
stream (in each operating point) and at each operating regime are
taken specific enthalpies and pressure to obtain specific entropy by
using NIST-Refprop 9.0 software [25]. Fluid specific entropies in
each operating point and at each main condenser operating regime
allow calculation of specific exergy by using Eq. 3.
Essential analysis data are presented in Table 1 for operating
regime 1 (mass flow rate of steam from the main steam turbine is
829.35 kg/s), in Table 2 for operating regime 2 (mass flow rate of
steam from the main steam turbine is 826.90 kg/s), in Table 3 for

2

44457.90

139.22

0.1580

33.2

3

825.90

2334.20

0.0076

40.6

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

113.14

312.56

0.0381

74.7

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

972.29
169.90
0.0076
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.6

Table 4. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 4
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure
Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.68
0.2200
23.0
1
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2

44457.90

139.16

0.1580

33.2

3

824.20

2334.50

0.0077

40.8

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

120.70

313.68

0.0385

74.9

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

978.23
170.81
0.0077
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.8
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regimes 2 and 3 are very similar, almost identical, Fig. 4. Also, it
can clearly be seen that increase in the ambient temperature resulted
with an increase in the main steam condenser exergy destruction,
regardless of the observed operating regime. At the ambient
temperature of 5 °C, main steam condenser exergy destructions are
between 72091.56 kW (operating regime 1) and 74328.79 kW
(operating regime 4), while at the highest observed ambient
temperature of 25 °C main condenser exergy destructions are
between 78448.64 kW (operating regime 1) and 80841.18 kW
(operating regime 4).

5. Main steam condenser exergy analysis results and
discussion
The change of main steam condenser exergy power input in four
observed operating regimes and in the ambient temperature range
from 5 °C up to 25 °C is presented in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2 can be seen that main steam condenser exergy
power input notably decreases with an increase in the ambient
temperature. At the lowest observed ambient temperature (5 °C) in
all operating regimes, main condenser exergy power input is equal
to around 216000 kW, while at the highest observed ambient
temperature (25 °C) main condenser exergy power input is equal to
around 96000 kW in all operating regimes. However, it should be
noted that main steam condenser in operating regime 4 (operating
regime with the lowest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine)
has the highest exergy power input in comparison to other operating
regimes, regardless of the observed ambient temperature.

Fig. 4. Change in condenser exergy destruction in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures
Change of main steam condenser exergy efficiency in all
observed operating regimes and in the observed ambient
temperature range (from 5 °C to 25 °C) is presented in Fig. 5.
Regardless of the observed ambient temperature, main condenser
exergy efficiency is the highest in operating regime 1 (operating
regime with the highest steam mass flow rate from the main
turbine) and the lowest in the operating regime 4 (operating regime
with the lowest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine), when
compared to other operating regimes. An increase in the ambient
temperature decreases main steam condenser exergy efficiency,
regardless of the observed operating regime. Also, from Fig. 5 can
be seen that the highest decrease in main steam condenser exergy
efficiency occurs at the highest ambient temperatures (from 20 °C
to 25 °C) and is equal to approximately 21%, regardless of the
observed operating regime.
The highest main steam condenser exergy efficiency is
calculated in operating regime 1 at the ambient temperature of 5 °C
and is equal to 66.66%, Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Change in condenser exergy power input in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures
The change of main steam condenser exergy power output in
four observed operating regimes and in the ambient temperature
range from 5 °C up to 25 °C is presented in Fig. 3.
As for main condenser exergy power inputs, also the values of
exergy power outputs (regardless of observed operating regime)
decrease during the increase in the ambient temperature (from
approximately 140000 kW at the ambient temperature of 5 °C to
approximately 17000 kW at the ambient temperature of 25 °C).
Regardless of the observed ambient temperature, in the operating
regime 1 (operating regime with the highest steam mass flow rate
from the main turbine) main condenser exergy power output is the
highest when compared to other operating regimes.

Fig. 5. Change in condenser exergy efficiency in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures
Fig. 3. Change in condenser exergy power output in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures

The main conclusion from the performed analysis is that the
analyzed main steam condenser should operate at the lowest
possible ambient temperature and at the highest possible steam
mass flow rate from the main turbine - in such conditions main
steam condenser exergy destruction will be the lowest and
simultaneously exergy efficiency will be the highest.
Future work related to the analyzed main steam condenser will
be based on modern Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods for its
more detail analysis and possible optimization [26-28].

Main steam condenser exergy destruction (exergy power loss) in
four observed operating regimes and in the ambient temperature
range from 5 °C to 25 °C is presented in Fig. 4.
Regardless of the observed ambient temperature, the lowest main
condenser exergy destruction can be seen in the operating regime 1
(the highest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine), while the
highest exergy destruction can be seen in the operating regime 4
(the lowest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine). Main
steam condenser exergy destructions calculated in operating
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Tehnički glasnik, 14(1), 19-26. (doi:10.31803/tg-20191031094436)
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(2020). Comparison of conventional and heat balance based energy
analyses of steam turbine. Pomorstvo, 34(1), 74-85.
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analysis of marine steam turbine labyrinth (gland) seals. Pomorstvo,
33(1), 76-83. (doi:10.31217/p.33.1.8)
[17] Aljundi, I. H. (2009). Energy and exergy analysis of a steam power
plant in Jordan. Applied thermal engineering, 29(2-3), 324-328.
(doi:10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2008.02.029)
[18] Baressi Šegota, S., Lorencin, I., Anđelić, N., Mrzljak, V., & Car, Z.
(2020). Improvement of Marine Steam Turbine Conventional Exergy
Analysis by Neural Network Application. Journal of Marine Science
and Engineering, 8(11), 884. (doi:10.3390/jmse8110884)
[19] Mrzljak, V., Blecich, P., Anđelić, N., & Lorencin, I. (2019).
Energy and exergy analyses of forced draft fan for marine steam
propulsion system during load change. Journal of Marine Science and
Engineering, 7(11), 381. (doi:10.3390/jmse7110381)
[20] Tan, H., Shan, S., Nie, Y., & Zhao, Q. (2018). A new boil-off gas
re-liquefaction system for LNG carriers based on dual mixed refrigerant
cycle. Cryogenics, 92, 84-92.
(doi:10.1016/j.cryogenics.2018.04.009)
[21] Elhelw, M., & Al Dahma, K. S. (2019). Utilizing exergy analysis
in studying the performance of steam power plant at two different
operation mode. Applied Thermal Engineering, 150, 285-293.
(doi:10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2019.01.003)
[22] Baldi, F., Ahlgren, F., Nguyen, T. V., Thern, M., & Andersson, K.
(2018). Energy and exergy analysis of a cruise ship. Energies, 11(10),
2508. (doi:10.3390/en11102508)
[23] Koroglu, T., & Sogut, O. S. (2018). Conventional and advanced
exergy analyses of a marine steam power plant. Energy, 163, 392-403.
(doi:10.1016/j.energy.2018.08.119)
[24] Wang, C., Yan, C., Wang, J., Tian, C., & Yu, S. (2017). Parametric
optimization of steam cycle in PWR nuclear power plant using
improved genetic-simplex algorithm. Applied Thermal Engineering,
125, 830-845.
(doi:10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2017.07.045)
[25] Lemmon, E. W., Huber, M. L., & McLinden, M. O. (2010). NIST
Standard Reference Database 23, Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and
Transport Properties (REFPROP), version 9.0, National Institute of
Standards and Technology. R1234yf. fld file dated December, 22, 2010.
[26] Anđelić, N., Baressi Šegota, S., Lorencin, I., Jurilj, Z., Šušteršič,
T., Blagojević, A., ... & Car, Z. (2021). Estimation of COVID-19
Epidemiology Curve of the United States Using Genetic Programming
Algorithm. International Journal of Environmental Research and Public
Health, 18(3), 959.
(doi:10.3390/ijerph18030959)
[27] Car, Z., Baressi Šegota, S., Anđelić, N., Lorencin, I., & Mrzljak, V.
(2020). Modeling the spread of COVID-19 infection using a multilayer
perceptron. Computational and mathematical methods in medicine,
2020. (doi:10.1155/2020/5714714)
[28] Lorencin, I., Baressi Šegota, S., Anđelić, N., Blagojević, A.,
Šušteršić, T., Protić, A., ... & Car, Z. (2021). Automatic Evaluation of
the Lung Condition of COVID-19 Patients Using X-ray Images and
Convolutional Neural Networks. Journal of Personalized Medicine,
11(1), 28. (doi:10.3390/jpm11010028)

6. Conclusions
In this paper are presented exergy analysis results of the main
steam condenser, which operate in nuclear power plant. It is
observed four condenser operating regimes and each of them is
analyzed in the ambient temperature range between 5 °C and 25 °C.
The main conclusions obtained from the performed analysis are:
- An increase in the ambient temperature decreases main steam
condenser exergy power inputs, outputs and efficiencies, while
simultaneously increase exergy destruction, in all operating
regimes.
- Decrease of steam mass flow rate from the main turbine cylinders
(decrease in main steam condenser load) increases analyzed
condenser exergy destruction and decreases exergy efficiency,
regardless of the observed ambient temperature.
- The lowest obtained main steam condenser exergy destruction
equals to 72091.56 kW.
- The highest main steam condenser exergy efficiency is equal to
66.66% (obtained at the lowest observed ambient temperature and
the highest condenser load), with a note that the highest decrease in
condenser exergy efficiency is found at two the highest observed
ambient temperatures.
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Abstract: In this paper we evaluate the growth of Automatic Speech Recognition systems in respect to the various forms of

spectral analysis ways used. A straightforward analysis of platter and Gammatone filter banks used for spectral analysis
compared with the direct use of FFT spectral values is taken into account. This analysis was supported understanding the
effectiveness of existing Automatic Speech Recognition systems that are specifically targeted on platter and Gammatone filter
banks compared with FFT spectral values. We discover that warping the FFT spectrum directly, instead of using filter bank
averaging, provides an additional precise approximation to the sensory activity scales. Direct use of FFT spectral values are
even as effective as using either Gammatone or Linear Prediction filter banks, as long as the feature extracted from the FFT
spectral values takes into consideration a Gammatone or platter like frequency scale. Computing speech signals using FFT or
filter bank spectral features and utilizing a method supported by a sliding block of spectral features, is shown to be simpler in
terms of ASR accuracy.
KEYWORDS: AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION, LINEAR PREDICTION, GAMMATONE, FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORMATION

1. Introduction
The speech is the basic approach between human beings to
communicate and to exchange information with one another. It is
only rational to see the importance in researching on this topic.
Speech Recognition is a process of altering speech signal to a
classification of words by means Algorithm executed as a computer
program. The main purpose of speech recognition zone is to
developed techniques and systems for speech input to machine
based on major advanced in statically modeling of speech,
automatic speech recognition today finds widespread application in
tasks that require human machine interface such as automatic call
processing. [1]. Since the 1960s computer scientists have been
researching ways and means to make computers able to record
interpret and understand human speech. Throughout the decades
this has been a daunting task. Even the most rudimentary problem
such as digitalizing (sampling) voice was a huge challenge in the
early years. It took until the 1980s before the first systems arrived
which could actually decipher speech. Of course these early systems
were very limited in scope and power. Communication among the
human being is ruled by vocalized linguistic, therefore it is only
natural for people to expect speech interfaces with computer seeing
the development of the technology now days. So it is necessary to
improve computers which can understand spoken words in native
language [2].

Figure 1. Decision threshold for false rejections and false
acceptances. Reproduced from [4]

Table 1: Mechanical properties of selected powder materials Грешка! Източникът
на препратката не е намерен.
. *Note: Values in brackets are valid for heat-treated
material.

In most systems for speaker recognition, a distance towards
stored speaker‟s template is computed and is compared with
prearranged threshold. If the computed distance is below the
threshold the chatterer is verified, otherwise chatterer is rejected as
an imposter. The decision threshold is located at the point where the
probabilities of both the errors are equal as shown in the Figure 1.

2. Speech recognition techniques
We can say that the main difficulties about speech recognition
are, speaker identification and speaker authentication. Throw
speaker identifications we can try to guess or identify the person or
the voice from a set of known voices.
A speaker identification, is a process in which a sound from an
unidentified chatterer is analyzed and compared with speech models
of known chatterers. The unknown speaker is identified as the one
whose model best matches the input utterance.
Speaker Authentication is the process in which we determine if
the chatter claiming to be the actual one is true or not. It is assumed
that „pretenders‟ are not identified on the system. Also inaccuracy
that can occur in speaker identification is the false identification of
speaker and the inaccuracies in speaker authentication can be
categorized as: (1) false rejections: a true chatterer is rejected as a
pretender, and (2) False acceptances: a false chatterer is accepted as
a true one [3].

We can categorized speaker recognition methods into text ñ
dependent and text ñ independent methods. In case of text ñ
dependent methods a chatterer is required to utter a predetermined
set of words or sentences. Features of voice are extracted from the
same utterance. In case of text ñ independent methods, there is no
fixed set of words or sentences and the chatterers do not know that
they are being tested. But this methods have their disadvantages.
For example if we play a recorded voice of an identified
chatter/speaker the system may recognize the chatter as a registered
chatter/speaker. Hence, a text ñ stimulated speaker recognition
system could be well-thought-out. With the combination of speaker
and speech recognition systems and improvement in speech
recognition accuracy, the distinction between text ñ dependent and
independent applications will eventually be reduced.
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auditory behavior, the central frequencies of the filter bank are often
equally distributed on the Bark scale. [10]
2.1. Linear Prediction
The main idea of the filter bank will be combined with the LP
model for ASR. Linear prediction-derived amplitudes is outlined as
filter bank amplitudes that result from the sampling the LP model of
the spectrum rather than the spectrum of the speech signal.
Therefore, the LP spectrum is sampled at the relevant filter bank
frequencies. The benefit of combining the LP model with filter bank
frequencies is that this high resolution model offers spectral
estimates that area unit a lot of stable. Thanks to the spectral
smoothing practicality of the LP model a lot of stable parameters to
successive stages of the speech process system area unit are created
by this mix. However, with the innovations in speech recognition
and DSP technologies, the good thing about this mix has adult less
over time. To with efficiency sample the spectrum victimization this
LP model; the LP model spectral values should be applied directly
by computing filter bank amplitudes from the LP model:

2.3 Fast Fourier Transformation
Within the Fourier transform techniques, the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm is the most widespread method. The
FFT was invented during the 1960s, and it calculates the frequency
representation of a signal of size N in O (N log N) time. A Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used as a substitute technique of
processing the spectrum of the signal. The FFT is a computationally
operational deployment of the Discrete Fourier Transform under the
limitation that the spectrum is estimated at a discrete set of
frequencies that are multiples of :
These frequencies are called as orthogonal frequencies. The
main benefit of the FFT is that it's very fast. It‟s normal to feature
an additional process phase. It‟s assumed that zones of most
vibration or amplitude are given a lot of importance within the
human hearing system that are low amplitude zones [11]. Hence, in
noisy backgrounds the ground noise inclines to badly influence our
estimations of the low amplitude zones of the spectrum during a
unbalanced manner. We have a predisposition to lean towards to be
dependent on our evaluations of the high amplitude zones of the
spectrum. A boundary on the dynamic vary of the spectrum is
sometimes required. This low boundary is named the dynamic vary
threshold. When we chose a particular threshold from the height
within the spectrum, we have an affinity to simply cut or remove
the approximations below a specific threshold from the very best
purpose inside the spectrum. Threshold algorithmic instruction are
used on the spectrum to support the Fourier re-model. For the
algorithmic rule, it's required that the spectral values are relatively
flat before preparation. Because of the exact circumstance that the
spectrum of the audio signal of human speech descents twenty
decibel every ten years, having a threshold reinforced on low
frequency energy is genuine. Often this may be because of the fact
that once rock bottom to highest spectral amplitude diverge division
is giant relevant audio energy at higher frequencies can be
shattered. FFT puts in order a supportive method of setting a
threshold and protective the foremost useful knowledge for process
speech signal.

(1)
Linear prediction (LP) is one in every of the foremost necessary
tools in speech analysis. The philosophy behind linear prediction is
that a speech sample will be approximated as a linear combination
of past samples. Then, by minimizing the ad of the square variations
between the particular speech samples and therefore the linearly
foretold ones over a finite interval, a singular set of predictor
coefficients will be determined [5]. LP analysis decomposes the
speech into 2 extremely freelance parts, the vocal tract parameters
(LP coefficients) and therefore the glottal excitation (LP residual).
It‟s assumed that speech is created by exciting a linear time-varying
filter (the vocal tract) by random noise for unvoiced speech
segments, or a train of pulses for voiced speech. FigureA.1shows a
model of vocalization for record analysis [6]. It consists of a time
variable filter (z) which is excited by either a quasi-periodic or a
random noise supply. The foremost general predictor kind in linear
prediction is that the (ARMA) model wherever the speech sample
s(n) is modelled as a linear combination of the past outputs and
therefore the present and past inputs [7–9]. It will be written
mathematically as follows:

3. Experimental results
To estimate the sustainability and stability of the proposed
method in two cases of clean and noisy situations, further to
compare with the multiple feature extraction methods, such as LP
filter bank, Gammatone filter bank, FFT, the AURORA-2 database
is chosen for the experiments. The speech model is trained by
different SNR degrees (-5 to 20 dB step -5 dB) of mixed dataset
compering clean and noisy data. To produce the noisy data, the
clean dataset is extra mixed with three types of noise data, including
(1) suburban train, (2) car, and (3) exhibition hall. Totally, 9,880
utterances are yielded for training purposes and split equally into 30
subsets, each SNR subset contains 330 utterances, and the sampling
rate is 8 kHz, and each subset including one clean data with ﬁve
SNR types of noisy data, that is, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB. In
the test part, three types of noisy data with different SNRs on -5 dB,
0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB are also built. Each SNR
subset covers 9900 utterances and totally 237 600 utterances are
generated for testing. For testing the data above us will use the word
error rate. We have created these algorithms in Matlab as below,
and after the execution we get the data in table1 and 2.

2.2 Gammatone Filter Bank
ASR systems include a filter similar to the Mel filter in the
context of emulating the human auditory system; the Gammatone
filter. The Gammatone filter is a signal processing approximation of
the human ear that is designed us ing a dedicated design of
mathematical forms and frequency responses designed to match
human physiological experimental results. Like MFCC that was
discussed in the preceding section, this feature is usually referred to
as GFCC. The Gammatone filter bank was originally introduced by
Roy Patterson and colleagues in 1992. Gammatone filters were
conceptualized to simply and effectively mimic experimental
observations of the mammalian cochlea. The Gammatone filters
have a repetitive pole structure leading to an impulse response that
is the product of a Gamma envelope. A Gammatone filter is a linear
or sequential filter that is depicted by an impulse response. It is a
widely used feature in ASR systems. It can be formally represented
as follows in the form of an impulse response in the time domain by
the following equation: A set of Gammatone filters with different fc
form a Gammatone filter bank. This can be utilized and applied to
receive signal characteristics at various frequencies which results in
a temporal-frequency presentation which is comparable to the FFTbased short-time spectral analysis. In an effort to mimic human

4. Conclusions
Based on the shown research, we have determined that using the
FFT spectrum directly, offers a more exact estimation to the
perceptual scales rather than using filter bank averaging. Direct use
of FFT spectral values are just as effective as using either LP or
Gammatone filter banks. Computing speech signals using FFT or
filter bank spectral features is shown to perform better in terms of
ASR exactness accept the second case of a noisy background where
the LP a little bit better. We consider the effects of an upgraded
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ASR process in the areas discussed to be a viable step advancing in
the arena of ASR.
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Abstract: Croatian entrepreneurs recognize the importance of Industry 4.0. for the overall development of the economy. There is an
awareness that product digitization can ensure employment growth and modernization of the economy leading to higher financial results.
Some Croatian solutions in terms of digital products are already present. Nevertheless, Industry 4.0 in Croatia is still in its infancy, which is
an opportunity for Croatian companies, but they are facing strong competition on a global level. There are no consistent data on the level
reached by Croatia in terms of smart production, but there is data that Croatia is somewhere in the European Union average in terms of
technological renewal of its companies, but in terms of the share of new products it is at the bottom of the European Union. What Croatia is
like in terms of total industrial production, employment and productivity in industry, and what is the strategy for achieving greater
competitiveness is the topic of this paper.
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explored the impact of Industry 4.0 on various areas of production,
public and social activities [8-11].

1. Introduction
According to [1] technological innovations can overcome the
Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns as many economists have
called „gloomy science “. It was the technology that increased
productivity, that is, it became the dominant force that influences
economic development today. Economic growth and development
involve long-term output growth that leads to an increase in average
real income and living standard [2].Employee productivity plays a
decisive role in achieving growth and development. In countries in
the early stages of development, there is economic growth and a
simultaneous increase in income inequality, and when the country
reaches a higher level of development, income inequalities
decrease. This relationship is the result of the trans ition from lowincome production (emphasizing agricultural production), marked
by smaller inequalities among employees, to industrial production,
which is accompanied by higher income, but also greater income
differences. Later, inequalities in the industrial sector are reduced
due to higher employee efficiency [3]. The term growth poles
define the institutions of growth in which a key industry or branch
of the industry within a particular region plays a role, characterized
by a high growth rate, a high degree of dependence within and
between industries and a dominant market position. Such a growth
pole can attract other economic sectors and institutions that will
thrive due to contact with the growth pole. This is especially true of
the research and development sector that leads to competitiveness
[4]. Research [5] has shown that natural resources do not have a
direct correlation with national competitiveness if the economy of
small countries relies on them.At the national level, the costcompetitive advantage strategy implies a low cost and high
efficiency that takes advantage of cheap factors of production
conditions and available labour in less developed areas, which
enables cheaper production than the competition. In contrast, the
strategy of differentiating competitive advantage implies a high
price, but also highly values and focuses attention on the conditions
of demand and obtaining the necessary experts in more developed
areas, which allows the creation of a competitive product. When
determining the value, i.e. the weight of certain factors and subfactors of national competitiveness, within human resources, the
weight values of personal expertise and social context in which
entrepreneurs and professional managers operate and their impact
within the cost and differentiation strategy of national
competitiveness is determined [6].

2. Technological level of industry in Croatia
If the value share added is low-tech and lower-middle-level
industries, we cannot talk about the industry of the modern age.
Croatia faced such a situation in the post-war period. The
manufacturing industry in Croatia in the period from 1995 to 2007
is marked by a lag in competitiveness which is a direct consequence
of unfavourable technological changes which are manifested in
increasing importance and volume of production in those activities
that are not technologically intensive and therefore above the EU-25
average. the growth rate of industries with a high technological
intensity of production is below average, and in the EU-25 it is
growing faster than in Croatia [12]. However, in the period from
1999 to 2007, the productivity of the Croatian manufacturing
industry increased faster than the manufacturing industry of the EU25 countries, which is a result of both high growth rates of low and
low middle technology industries and the fact that the Croatian
manufacturing industry started from a significantly lower base.
According to European Commission total expenditure on research
and development in Croatia for 2015 was0,8% GDP placing
Croatia fifth from the bottom of the EU countries ranking scale
[13]. In Croatia, high- and upper-middle-tech industries generally
record a significant increase in unit labour costs, and Croatia is
losing competitiveness over these products over time. The results of
the analysis of the structure of characteristics and dynamics of
employment and productivity of production factors (labour and
capital) by technological levels of the Croatian manufacturing
industry for the period from 2002 to 2007 [12] showed that the
labour factor made a greater contribution to creating added value.
increased by 10.1% compared to 2002) from capital factors (capital
productivity increased by 5% compared to 2002).Such results are a
consequence of an insufficient investment in new, technologically
modern plants and equipment that would enable faster growth of
capital productivity. No technological level (from low to high)
records exclusively positive shifts in productivity, but high-tech
industries are expected to have the highest labour and capital
productivity, measured gross value added per unit of capital, and
relatively high capital equipment, and this allows achieving high
productivity.

3. Industry potential in Croatia

Discussions of contemporary business in the professional and
scientific literature include the impact of Industry 4.0 as a system
that incorporates aspects that have been viewed separately in the
past. Current business is seen as a socio-technical system that brings
together human capital, companies, technologies, production
systems, production and consumption. A new relationship between
industry and society is emerging in the process of digitalization in
which the elements of the Industry 4.0 paradigm are not only
technological but also cultural [7]. Numerous research papers have

The potential of the industry depends on the potential of
industry spillovers within sectors and spillovers to other sectors [4].
Particularly important is the part related to the industry's
contribution to research and development. In Croatia, there is
potential for the development of such an industry that is recognized
in smart manufacturing and/or digital products. However, in
Croatia, there is better technological equipment of companies than
EU companies and a comparative group of countries concerning the
level of development, but without new products. According to
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research [14], investments in new technologies in Croatian
companies have been significantly above the average of countries in
parallel groups for years. In 2018 30% of TEA companies 1 and
28.3% of "adult" companies use the latest technology, while in the
EU 13.6% of TEA and 7.9% of "adult" companies use the latest
technology. Despite this, at the same time in Croatia companies lag
in terms of participation of companies whose products are new to
all customers, 70% of TEA and more than 75% of "growing" 2
companies in Croatia have products that are not new to anyone.
However, in the three observed years from 2016 to 2018, Croatia is
the country with the largest share of "adult" companies with the
latest technology in the European Union, and in 1st place in terms
of participation of TEA companies with the latest technology in
2018. In the period from 2016 to 2018 the share of TEA companies
and "adult" companies in the category of those who use the latest
technology is almost equal, which was not the case in previous
years when TEA companies used the latest technology more often.

well as modernisation possibilities offered through IoT combined
with timely recognition of restrictions [19] can place these activities
into an economic sector focus.

4. Data and methodology
Data for the analysis of industrial production in this paper is
obtained from the Croatian Bureau of Statistics presented as indices
of basic economic indicators: Gross domestic product at constant
previous year prices (GDP), Total volume of industrial production,
Total number of employees in industry and Labour productivity in
industry, as data representing the result of economic activity from
the previous year (period one year ago = 100). The data follow the
movement of these indicators in the period from 2006 to 2019.
To analyze the collected data, Time Series Analysis of these
indicators is used in the paper, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)
and geometric mean.

However, according to European Commission data[13] in 2016
Croatia is placed in moderate innovators due to the performance of
national innovation system and is at the bottom of EU average. Due
to the lack of innovative products, despite the technological
equipment, Croatia's competitiveness is not moving upwards and in
2018 in terms of innovation (measured by ventures with innovative
products TEA entrepreneurs) is 24.6%, which is slightly below the
EU average (27.7%). In the same year, in the category of "adult"
companies, there were 12.1% of companies that had a product that
was new to everyone or some and with low competition. This
confirms that new business ventures also bring a higher level of
innovation.

5. Research results
Set of observations on a quantitative characteristic of a GDP,
the volume of industrial production, labour productivity in industry
and number of employees in industry in Croatia from 2006 to 2019
are presented in Table 1 as result of economic activity compared to
the previous year.
Table 1. Indices of GDP, the volume of industrial production, labour
productivity in industry and number of employees in the industry in Croatia
from 2006 to 2019 [20]

Unexpectedly, according [15] the share of employees in
Croatian industry in 2018 is relatively higher (26.3%) than in the
EU (21.7%) and higher than in Germany (24.1%), with which it is
common to compare. In Croatia, the share of gross value added in
industry in total gross value added is 25.8% and is higher than in the
EU-28 (25.1%), and in Germany it is (31,1%) still much higher than
in Croatia, although Croatian industry employs relatively more
people which shows that the productivity of German industry is at a
much higher level than Croatian. In 2020, 27.47 percent of
employees in Croatia are active in industry [16]. The drive to
develop industries to spill over into other sectors, especially
research and development, is justified because labour-intensive
activities can provide the impetus for growth at lower levels of
development, as described [3], but the transition from medium to
high income requires strengthening competitiveness in sophisticated
segments of the production process and the development of
domestic innovation competencies. For Croatia as a small country,
the orientation towards a differentiation, as opposed to cost strategy
of competitiveness is crucial for the national economy to become
competitive and achieve a higher level of development [17]. The
reason for this view is the previously descriptive research results
[5].

Year
2006/2005
2007/2006
2008/2007
2009/2008
2010/2009
2011/2010
2012/2011
2013/2012
2014/2013
2015/2014
2016/2015
2017/2016
2018/2017
2019/2018

Gross
domestic
product

104,7
105,5
102,2
93,1
97,7
99,8
97,8
98,9
99,5
102,4
103,5
103,1
102,7
102,9

The total
volume of
industrial
production

Total
number of
employees
in the
industry

Labour
producti
vity in
the
industry

104,5
104,9
101,2
90,8
98,6
98,8
94,5
98,2
101,2
102,7
105,3
101,4
99
100,6

99
100,4
98,1
90,7
92,8
96
95,7
95,2
98,3
99,4
99,6
100,5
98,5
97,2

105,6
105,2
103,6
100,1
106,3
102,9
98,7
103,2
103
103,3
105,7
100,9
100,5
103,5

The volume of industrial production in Croatia by 2019 did not
reach the level of 2006 (it is lower by about 3.7%), while GDP grew
by 8.7%. Analysis of GDP trends and total volume of industrial
production in Croatia in the period from 2006 to 2019 showed,
expected, a very strong positive statistically significant correlation
(r = 0.91). However, it is not expected that the movement of these
related economic indicators in the opposite direction as in 2014 and
2018, is comparing a period to the same period one year ago. In the
years before the financial crisis, the growth rate of GDP was higher
than the growth rate of industrial production, as a result of the
financial crisis there was a decline in GDP and total volume of
industrial production, and the recovery years recorded higher
growth in industrial production than GDP.

In Croatia in the period 2000-2005 on average, as much as 92%
of GDP per capita growth in NUTS II regions was based on
productivity growth, and only 8% on employment growth [18].
According to the same research conducted in Croatia, the
connection between specialization and aggregate productivity
shows a negative relationship between these two variables, and the
reason for this is precisely the specialization in sectors that cannot
lead Croatia on the desired path. In these specialized sectors, there
is employment growth without increasing productivity, the only
benefit of which is ensuring social peace, which is unsustainable in
the long run, with a lower rate of economic growth than would be
achieved by different targeting of available factors. The largest
specialization was recorded in the sectors of agriculture, hunting,
fishing and forestry. Despite these limitations, structural changes as

The movement of labour productivity in industry, the number of
employees in industry and the volume of industrial production in
Croatia in the period from 2006 to 2019 was not always in the same
direction (Fig. 1).

1

with business ventures younger than 42 months ("beginners" and
new)
2
annual employment growth of 10% or more
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with a reduced number of executors, can be attributed to
technologies in the industry that has been present in Croatia in
recent years [13]. The results of previous years showed similar
results [12]. The same research [12, 13] showed that Croatia is
lagging in terms of innovation and competitiveness. The growth of
business ventures in countries with a small domestic market, such
as in Croatia, requires access to international markets. The future
development of digital products and artificial intelligence and its
penetration into the production process reduces the importance of
Croatia's cost advantages, which further leads to a reduction in the
initiative of foreign investors. The ability to reach the world
technological level will increasingly depend on building its
capacities of technology and knowledge, i.e. turning production
towards a strategy of differentiating competitive advantage.

2019/18

2018/17

2017/16

2016/15

2015/14

2014/13

2013/12

2012/11

2011/10

2010/09

2009/08

2008/07

2007/06

2006/05

110
105
100
95
90

Labour productivity in industry
Total number of employees in
industry
Total volume of industrial production

The strategy of differentiation competitiveness is the one that,
with the support of institutions at the national and regional level,
regional integration and investment in knowledge and skills lead to
the creation of new value. In gradually abandoning the cost
competitiveness strategy, which Croatia, despite the present natural
resources as a small country, has not grown up with, the
combination of cost and differentiation strategy can help the
Croatian national economy to overcome the transition from a weak
to a highly competitive economy.

Fig. 1 Indices of labour productivity in industry, number of employees in
industry and volume of industrial production in Croatia from 2006 to 2019

The movement of the volume of industrial production from year
to year is not accompanied by changes in the number of employees
and productivity in the industry. The average difference between the
change in productivity and the change in employment in industry in
the period from 2006 to 2019 was G = 4.63 p.p. (geometric mean).
In the years before the financial crisis, the number of employees fell
despite the growth of industrial production and productivity in the
industry. In the years of crisis, there was a significant decline in
industrial production (until 2012) and the number of employees
with a significant increase in productivity (except in 2011). The
decline in the number of employees in the industry continued in the
coming years, while industrial production grew with higher
productivity growth than the growth of industrial production (Fig.
1).
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The results show positive signs in the difference between labour
productivity in industry and industrial production, which shows that
productivity growth compared to production growth was higher in
the period from 2006 to 2019, while employment growth in the
industry in almost all years was less than industrial production. The
reasons can be found in the use of new technologies.

6. Conclusion
In general, for the observed period, it can be concluded that the
volume of industrial production follows the number of employees in
industry in crisis years (recorded decline), and in years of recovery
of production volume, there is an increase in productivity, which,
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Abstract: The study of the activities of microeconomic systems always remains a very important task of quantitative description of these
systems. The microeconomic system of stocks in general is characterized by the possession of some quantity of stocks that is a potential for
the revenues generating as the result of customer demands. The quantity of stocks evolves over time as a "trajectory" according to the theory
of classical mechanics. This trajectory in economic terms is called the trend. The system "moves" on this trajectory and the movement takes
place under the action of the forces acting on the system. This study delimits the following names of the forces acting on th e microeconomic
system. The first type of the force from the customers is called the driving force F m. For the stable efficient continuation of the system over
time, it is necessary both the permanent insurance with stocks from the distributors and the payments in the form of salaries and other
various taxes and they will be called in economic terms with a general term friction forces F fr. These friction forces stop the numerical
increase of revenues in general.
A special force called the gravitational econophysical force acts on the system because the system is situated within this ec onophysical
gravitational field that is generated by the customer population itself. This econophysical gravitational field has the maximum possible
gravitational acceleration of the order of ≈5.7 for all types of microeconomic systems. The value of g is calculated in this research and
finally this conception of gravitational model is validated. The system posses a mass that is called by the suggestion like econophysical mass
M. The average value of econophysical mass <M> is calculated in this research. This econophysical mass is nothing else but the gross
profit. The product of econophysical mass with the gravitational acceleration is called gravitational force. The opposite for ce is the reaction
force R from the support of this trend. The support has the meaning of the supply of new stocks from the distributors. The vectorial sum of all
forces is the resultant force that in its turn generates acceleration. If the acceleration exist then the systems moves on th is trend with various
slopes. The respective projections of the forces on the x-axis and y – axis on the trend allow calculating the values of accelerations. The
obtained results of accelerations are smaller than of gravitational. The analogy of mechanical impulse is the net profit. The instantaneous
values of the net profits are various over time depending on the cumulative expenses E cum and cumulative revenues R cum. Finally the slopes of
the trend allow observing that the values of accelerations depend on the slopes. Very steep slopes give the value of gravitational
acceleration.
The mechanical conception of the description of the activity of microeconomic systems allows understanding deeply the mechanisms of the
generation of bankruptcy as well as the special conditions necessary for income generation by the application of the quantitative relations of
the theory of Newtonian mechanics.
Keywords: MICROECONOMICAL SYSTEM, ECONOPHYSICAL MASS, GROSS PROFIT, NET PROFIT, ASSETS AND LIABILITIES,
MOTOR FORCES, FRICTION FORCES, GRAVITATIONAL FORCE, NEWTONIAN MECHANICS, ACCELERATION, ECONOPHYSICAL
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION, IMPULSE
where

1. Introduction

system.

Regarding the application of Newton's laws for the
microeconomic systems, it is necessary to mention that the system
possesses the econophysical mass M which has the meaning of the
net gross profit. A series of forces act on the system, both from the
buyers and from the forces of nature that are related to the payments
of rents and salaries and other services named commonly the
friction forces. The notion of impulse that can be written with the
application of Newton's laws will give the net profit value. The
instantaneous value of the impulse depends on the cumulative
values of the revenues and expenses.

Fres

is the resultant of all forces that are acting upon this


Fres  R  M  g  F fr  F s.r .  Fm

(2)

Fig. 1 The case of accelerated movement of the system on the trajectory
ΔZ

The microeconomical system is moving within this complex
gravitational field with the econophysical acceleration g and the
trajectory in general could be complex which depends on a lot of
factors that are acting on the supply-demand processes (Fig. 2).
Each point of the trajectory ΔZ is established by the values of the
forces acting on this system with the econophysical mass M:
Fm ; F fr ; R; Mg , i.e. the state of the microeconomical system with the

2. The Newton’s laws. The notion of the
econophysical friction coefficient. Impulse as the net
profit
The systems of stocks with the econophysical masses M will
posses acceleration aZ when the resultant of all forces that are
acting upon this system is not null. The econophysical mass M of
this system is considered unchangeable (M ≈ const) or fluctuates
around the some average value of the mass <M> (<M>≈ const)
over time. The motor force of the customers Fm is bigger than of
the other forces that are acting upon the system. The forces that are
acting upon the system are represented on the Fig. 1, where Fs. r. is
the force that is related to the payments for the request of the new
stocks from the dealers, Ffr. is the friction force that is related to the
payments of various liabilities. The second law of Newton in the
vectorial form is written as:
(1)
Fres  M  aZ

value ΔZ is dictated namely by the values of these forces. The case
1 of Fig. 2 is such case when the trajectory is rising up to the
direction of high values ΔZ. The increasing of the value ΔZ is
explained by the fact that the supplemental financial resources are
spent for the increasing of the stock inventory (the form of
investment). It is known that the friction force includes also that
part which is related to the supply with new stocks from the dealers.
The acceleration aZ 1 for this case is negative due to of the fact that
the module of friction force is bigger than the module of motor
force.
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reaches the maximum value of the order of econophysical
gravitational acceleration (g = 5,65).[1]
The case 5 is such situation when ΔZ=const and the respective
acceleration aZ is zero. So, we can realize that the acceleration
shows a degree of profit. This case 5 is possible if the system allows
taking a decision to extend the activity following a processing of the
marketing policy strategy and consolidation of the articles. It is a
case of equilibrium and stability and according to Newton's first law
the system moves with constant speed on a linear trajectory (it is a
uniform rectilinear motion).. The projection of the forces on the x(7)
axis in this case is:
Fm  F fr    R    M  g

Fig. 2 The movement of the microeconomical system on the trajectory
ΔZ under the influence of various forces acting upon this system with the
econophysical mass M; ΔZ – are the value of coordinate of the system (stock
inventory); t-interval of time

This case refers to the situation when all financial resources
from the revenues are expensed totally to pay all types of expenses
and to restore the same quantity of stock inventory.

The capacity of purchasing from customers in this case is not able
to recover all necessary big amounts of stock inventory. The
projection of the second law of Newton on the axes x and y is
(3)
written as:
Fm  F fr1  Mg sin    M .aZ1

R1  Mg.cos

It is necessary to mention about the meaning of the
econophysical gravitational acceleration g is: The ratio of the stock
inventory to the econophysical mass M is: g  R (8)
M

(4)

The gravitational model was first described in economics world
by Walter Isard in 1954.[2] The gravity model estimates the pattern
of international trade. While the model’s basic form consists of
factors that have more to do with geography and spatiality, the
gravity model has been used to test hypotheses rooted in purer
economic theories of trade as well. [3]

The friction force from classical mechanics depends on the
reaction force R:
F fr1    R1  .Mg cos  (5)
Then: Fm   .Mg cos  Mg sin    M .aZ ;
1

Fm  Mg .(  cos   sin  )  M .aZ1

The econophysical meaning of the friction coefficient μ is the
part of the payments for assets and liabilities from the inventory. In
fact the friction force consists proper of two parts. First part is
related to the payment of all expenses and another part for the
restore of the stock reserve. The respective friction force and the
force of the stock reserve that is expressed by friction coefficient is:

(6)

The econophysical meaning of the friction coefficient μ shows
which part of the stock inventory is expensed for the assets and
liabilities (for all type of expenses and payments). The
acceleration from econophysical point of view has a very deep
meaning. The positive or negative sign of acceleration gives an
appreciation about the supply processes with stocks. If the supply
processes exceed the sales processes then the sign of acceleration is
negative (form of investment with the aim of the increasing of the
articles). The projection of gravitational force M·g on the x-axis has
such meaning. It is related to the form of profit. If this projection
M·g·sinα is negative then it shows the degree of the compensation
for investment loans (free financial resources from the revenues are
spent for the repayment of loans). The state 2 could be described by
such situation that the motor force is the same Fm1 =Fm2, then the
friction force Ffr2 will be smaller by the module in comparison with
Ffr1 due to of the fact that the tendency of the supply with the new
stocks is decreasing over time (there is no necessity of new stocks),
and therefore the module of acceleration a Z 2 is smaller than aZ 1 .

Ffr  Fs.r .    R

(9)

The econophysical friction coefficient of liabilities will be
signed by μ1 and respectively for the stock reserve is μ2. The total
friction coefficient is:   1  2 . The numerical values of
of order 0.2  0.3 , but for 2 is 0.8  0.7 respectively.

1 is

Referring to the case of free falling on Fig. 2 then:

Fm  M  g  sin   M  aZ

(10)

but for the axis Y is: R  Mg cos  ; M  g  R
cos 
substituting into the expression (10), then:

The angle β is bigger as the first case and the projection M·g·sinβ
>M·g·sinα. This situation namely shows that the supply with the
new stocks is smaller than as for the first case and more free
financial resources are spent for the repayment of the loans. When
the trajectory ΔZ is decreasing, then it means that more financial
resources from the revenues are earned. The case 3 from Fig. 2 is
described by the fact that the module Fm3  Ffr . The supply with

Fm 

R
 sin   M  aZ ;   900 ; R  0; Fm  M  aZ  M  g
cos 

and

(11)

The direction of aΔZ is almost coincident with g . In such way it
is proved that the motor force from the customers is M·g for this
case of gravitational free falling. In general, the values of the
acceleration aZ are the values of tangential accelerations and if the
vectors of the tangential accelerations are represented on the
trajectories for the various moments of time, then the resultant
acceleration is the gravitational acceleration g for the each time.
The general form of the trajectory is represented on the Fig. 4.

3

the new stocks is minimal possible comparing with the cases 1 and
2 and therefore ΔZ is decreasing. The projection of M·g on the xaxis is positive (M·g·sinγ). The fact that is positive it means that
there are no any repayment of the loans. There are then free
financial resources that could be used for other purposes.

The parallelogram of the vectors of position 1 of the Fig. 4
gives the value: g  aZ  an . The respective radius of curvature is

The case 4 is very special case of free econophysical
gravitational falling. This case from econophysical point of view
means in general that there are no any payments for all types of
expenses and no any supply with the new stocks (the friction forces
are null). The reaction force R4=0 because that there is no any
necessity of new stocks. This situation may be the case when the
bankruptcy is announced by the microeconomic system. It is like a
body falls off the “support” (the support no longer holds it). Only
one gravitational force M·g acts upon the system. The acceleration

infinite and the normal acceleration is null for the segment AB for
which ΔZ=const. The first law of Newton takes place on this
segment, because the speed of movement of this segment is null
(ΔZ=const) and the respective tangential acceleration is null. For the
segment CD the respective tangential acceleration aΔZ coincides by
the direction with gravitational acceleration g. The friction forces
and the forces that are related to the stock reserve are null and the
respective force of reaction is null. So, for the case of free falling of
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Mg.(sin   cos )  Fm  MaZ

the segment CD the tangential acceleration is the gravitational
acceleration g. In this case all money from the customers Fm are the
revenues and the respective revenue is g times bigger than the gross
profit M. This is another meaning of the gravitational acceleration
g: It is the ratio that shows how many times the revenue is
bigger than the gross profit.

(18)

The consideration of  sin     cos   1
Then the expression (18) is : dV (t )   g  Fm (t )  dt
Z

M 



F

m

VZ ( )  g. 

(t )dt

0

M

;



The value of the integral is:

g. 

Ftot ( )
M

(19)



 F (t )dt   F (t )  F
m

m

tot

( )

0



 Ftot ( )     Fm (t )dt  Ftot ( )  Ftot ( ) 
0

Fig. 4 The general form of the trajectory of the microeconomical system
with the resultant acceleration equals to the gravitational acceleration g

For the case of the

free gravitational falling,

acceleration as:

then

 VZ 

(12)

Fm  Mg sin   1   2 R  M 

dVZ
;
dt
(  2 )  R 
F
dVZ (t )   m  g  sin   1
 dt
M
M


R  Mg cos  ; 1   2  1;
 F (t )

dVZ (t )   m  g  (sin  (t )  cos  (t ))  dt
 M


(14)

Ftot ( )
M

(23)

So, the econophysical meaning of the acceleration aΔZ can be
formulated as follow: The econophysical acceleration aΔZ is the
average total force which is acting upon one unit of the
econophysical mass of the system. The second law of Newton can
also be written by the application of the notion of impulse.
Considering the case of very small infinitesimal interval of time dt
dp
of the interaction, then:
(24)
F res 
dt

(15)

The expression (24) is the second law of Newton that is
expressed in the term of impulse of the body. The respective
formulation of the second law of Newton is: the resultant force Fres
which is acting upon the body is equal to the variation of the
impulse of this body during one unit of time. Referring again to the
second law of Newton and taking into consideration the (24) then:

So, the speed VΔZ of the variation of the inventory at the
given interval of time Δτ is the total motor force of the
customers Ftot during this interval of time Δτ which is acting
upon one unit of the econophysical mass of the system.
Another more simply meaning is the total revenue during the
interval of time Δτ for one unit econophysical mass.

dp(t )
 Fm (t )  ( 1  2 )  M  g cos   M  g  sin 
dt

The case 4 of the free falling gives the following:
dV
(16)
Fm  M .g  M Z ;  dVZ  g.dt ; VZ  g.
dt

(25)

Then, it can be seen from the expression (24) that the sold
inventory which is increasing over time can be expressed by small
infinitesimal profit dp(t ) . So, the infinitesimal small change of the
impulse dp(t ) is not else but the small infinitesimal net profit.

The expression (16) is well known expression from classical
mechanics of the speed during of the free falling. The speed for this
case is the revenue of one article during the interval of time Δτ.

dp(t )  Fm (t )  ( 1   2 )  M  g cos   M  g  sin  dt;

1   2  1; sin   cos   1 

The case 1 of the Fig. 1 of the rising up of the stocks gives:

Fm  Mg sin   1  2 .R  MaZ

(22)

So, the acceleration aΔZ is expressed by the total force as:
F ( )  Ftot ( ) 
aZ  tot

M  
M

Then taking into consideration the expression (14), then:
VZ ( ) 

VZ ( ) Ftot ( )

2
2 M

F ( )  Ftot   
  aZ Ftot ( )

;  aZ  tot

2
2M
M  
M

(13)

In general the value sin   cos   0 ; or the averages of them
with time is  sin     cos   0 ;

 F (t ) 
dVZ (t )   m   dt 
 M 

(21)

Finally, by the consideration of the expression (21), then (22) is
written as

The acceleration could be related by the speed VΔZ and then it
would be a better possibility to explain the meaning of the speed
VΔZ.

2  VZ 
  aZ
;  VZ 

2

 V ( )  V0 
   Z



  VZ ( )

2
2
aZ 

Taking into the consideration the expression (15), then the
expression (21) is transformed as:

Taking into consideration the case 3 of the Fig. 3 when the
process of the selling of the stocks is predominantly, then:

Fm  Mg sin   1  2 R  M  aZ

(20)

So, the average value of total force <Ftot> is the total force of
one unit of time (if the unit time is one day, then it means the
average revenue during one day). The unit of time also could be
day, month, year, etc. The average speed is expressed by

There is a principle difference between the expression (11) and
(8). The expression (8) is related to the stock that is existent at the
given moment of time, like a reserve stock, but the (11) is related to
the sold stock. The expression (11) is similar to the gravitational
force Fm  M  g from classical mechanics.

R  Fres  Fm  M  aZ ;  aZ  g .

Ftot ( )


dp(t )  Fm (t )  M  g dt

(17)

(26)

The econophysical meaning of dp(t) is the infinitesimal small
net profit that is obtained during the infinitesimal small interval of

Fm  Mg sin   Mg cos   MaZ
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time dt. This profit is the result of the difference of the revenues
Fm(t) and the expenses M·g. The respective integration of (26) is:




0

0

p( )   Fm (t )dt  g   Mdt  Ftot ( )  M  g  

Results and discussion
1. The experimental confirmation of the net profits by the
balances of revenues-expenses table reports

(27)

The good activity of one microeconomical system is based on
everyday reports as the form of table represented below which
shows the values of stock reserves, cash desk, revenues and
expenses and the net profits that are checked everyday and could be
calculated automatically by the complex manners of mathematical
and logical operations of maths functions of Excel soft. (Fig. 7)



The cumulative gross profit is

 Mdt

and the average

0


cumulative gross profit is

 M 

 Mdt and this value of <M> could
0



be constant over time fluctuating around some average value. The
value <M> is the average gross profit per one unit of time and if the
unit of time is one day, then this average value is the gross profit of
one day.

Ftot ( )  M  g    p( )

(28)

The expression (28) could be written also in the terms of the
revenues and expenses. The sums of all values of the expenses and
of the revenues are the cumulative R cum and Ecum respectively. Then
(28) is written as:

Rcum ( )  Ecum ( )  p( )

(29)

Rcum ( )  Ftot ( ) ; Ecum ( )  M  .g. . The
instantaneous values of the net profits p( ) could be various for
different moments of time depending on the values of revenues and
expenses. The dependence of the values R cum and Ecum as the
function of the interval of time is represented on the Fig. 5.
Where

Fig. 7. The balance of expenses-revenues of the microeconomical
system of stocks (example of cosmetical shop). All revenues and expenses
are expressed by currency BGN

So, the value of p(Δτ) is the econophysical impulse that has
the econophysical meaning of the net profit for this interval of
time Δτ and this one is the difference of the total revenues Ftot
till this moment of time Δτ and all types of expenses
 M  g   till this moment respectively.

The respective values of pi that are represented on the column 7
are calculated by the complex mathematical and logical operations
of maths functions of Excel soft, and these values could be checked
by the real values of financial resources. The respective stock
reserves of the column 4 are also calculated by mathematical and
logical operations of maths functions of Excel soft, and these values
could be checked by the respective special soft of the selling. The
respective starting cash desks of the column 5 are calculated by the
same manner of Excel, and could be checked by the real control of
the resources of the desks. The cumulative expenses Ecum (t ) are the
sum of the values of the columns 11, 13, 14 (Fig.8) till the last
moment of time. The cumulative revenue Rcum (t ) is the sum of all
revenues of the column 15 till the last moment of time.

Fig. 5 The dependence of the revenues and the expenses vs interval of
time t

The respective graphic Rcum = f(Ecum) is represented on Fig. 8.

For the case of strictly ideal theoretical linear increasing of
Rcum ( ) and respectively of Ecum ( ) , then the value of the
instantaneous net profit from the graphic is p ( ) that is
represented on the Fig.6. The value p( ) represents the net
profit at the recent moment of time. Such a way, the instantaneous
values of the net profits p( ) at the recent moment of time are
found by this extrapolation till the value zero of cumulative
expenses (Ecum=0).

Rcum ( )  p( )  Ecum ( ) by the example of cosmetical shop
The correlational calculations of Excel show that the value of
instantaneous net profit p ( )  1312.4 BGN
The real value from the table of Excel of the Fig. 7 is 1318
BGN that is almost coincident with the calculated one.

Fig. 8 The confirmation of the dependence

Fig. 6 The method of determination of the instantaneous net profit

p() by ideal linear dependence of the revenues vs expenses

2. The description of the variations of expenses and the
revenues over time
The aim of this topic is the check of the values of the net profits
Δp() over time and how they are changing as the dependence of
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the values of expenses and of the revenues. Such a way the
validation of the form of the Fig. 5 is performing.

interval, a small investment is characteristically for in increasing of
the reserve of stocks on the account of the free financial reserves
obtained from the incomes of the first ten days. This range of 2023-th day has a negative acceleration ( aZ  0 ). After that the
instable character of the trajectory is seen again.

The respective revenues are the total forces F tot(Δτ ) and the
expenses -  M  g   ; the value Δτ is the order of the day. The
values of Ecum from the table of the Fig. 9 are the expenses, but the
values of Rcum are the revenues. The graphic of the dependence of
cumulative expenses and cumulative revenues are represented on
the Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. The trajectory ΔZ (trend) for one month based on the example
of cosmetical shop

How we can conclude about the sign of the acceleration? The
values of the revenues and expenses give the sign of acceleration.
(Fig.12, the red rectangle). The values of expenses in general are
smaller than of the revenues and the acceleration is positive. The
positive value of acceleration indicates about the increasing of free
financial resources. The respective inventory is decreasing
gradually (left red rectangle).

Fig. 9 The variations of expenses and the revenues over time

The curves of the Fig.9 have the character of the segments
exactly like that was explained by the Fig.5. The results of this Fig.
9 shows that more financial free resources (more net profit) are
obtained during the interval 14-th day and 21-th day. The less profit
is observed from 5-th day till 10-th day.
3. The determination of econophysical gravitational
acceleration g
The stock inventory is determined by the expression R=Mg.
There is a possibility to find the value of the gravitational
acceleration g by the representation of the graphic of stock
inventory that is expressed in the terms of national currency as a
function of various values of econophysical mass M which are
fluctuating around the average value <M>. (Fig. 10)

Fig. 12 Emphasizing the values of expenses and revenues for the
determination of the positive sign of acceleration

The respective interval of 20-23-th day shows contrary, that
expenses are bigger than the revenues (Fig. 13). The acceleration is
negative and the reserve of free financial resources of first ten days
are spent to increase the stock inventory (increasing from 84251.8
BGN till 87623.8 BGN – Fig. 13)

Fig. 10 The possibility of calculation of the value of gravitational
acceleration

Fig. 13 Emphasizing the values of expenses and revenues for the
determination of the negative sign of acceleration

The tangent of the slope of the graphic gives the possibility to
87520  83500 4020
find g:
g  tg 

 5,74
25860  25160 700

The average price of one product depends in general on the
quantity of products ΔZ. Higher is the quantity then the smaller is
the price, which is one aspect of the laws of marketing. (Fig.14)

The obtained value is similar numerically with the values
obtained in [1, 4, 5]. Such a way, it is a total validation of the
method and conception both on econophysical gravity and
econophysical gravitational acceleration.
4. The representation of the trajectory ΔZ of the
microeconomical system. The validation of the Newtons laws.
The similar tables of Excel with the data that is extracted from
the soft of the stock inventory can be presented and these tables
contain the quantity of products ΔZ every day. Such a way the
trajectory can be represented as Fig. 11. The average price of one
product <P>p =9.87 BGN from the data base of the soft of
cosmetical shop.

Fig. 14 The validation of the correlation price-quantity.

The theoretical description of econophysical mass suggests that
the mass is fluctuating around some average value <M> and is
considered like a constant over time:  M 

The trajectory (trend) for the first ten days has a declining
character. It means that the acceleration aZ is positive ( aZ  0 )
for this interval of time of ten days. After that, the instable character
of the trajectory is seen.

 M  Z
 Z

The criterion of the consideration that the econophysical mass is
constant over time is the calculation of the relative error %:

The trajectory for the time interval from the 20-th day to the 23th day has an ascending character with a steep slope. For this
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% 

 M  M i
M 

.100%

. The calculations of Excel tables are shown on

cos  

R2
86102,34
;

 0,589
 M  .g 25453  5,74

  53,940

Fig. 15.
The projection on the x-axis is:

Fm2   M  .g. sin   F fr2    M  .aZ
The values of Ecum=15680 BGN and Rcum=15652 BGN for these
four days respectively. Here the aspect of some question originates.
The values of cumulative expense and revenues must be strictly
only for the segment of four days or the full interval of time?
Logically, it must be of the full interval of time, because that the
recent state is dictated by pre-history, i.e. the recent state is dictated
namely by the pre-history.
Fig. 15 The calculation of the values of econophysical mass M and the
average value <M>

aZ 

The respective value of the average mass <M>=25453 BGN .
The values of relative errors % are changed within the limits from
minimal possible till maximum of order 1%. The respective
graphic of the dependence of the values of econophysical masses M
as the function of time t is represented on Fig. 16.

 M  g. sin   Ecum  Rcum 25453.5,74. sin( 53,940 )  15680  15652

 4,84
M 
25453

Such a way the bigger slopes give the modules of acceleration
bigger than of the small slopes. Only the cases of free falling or
very steep slopes with big supply will give the value of acceleration
maximal possible g ≈5,74.
Conclusions
The suggested methods of this paper which describe
quantitatively the application of Newton’s laws in microeconomy
are validated by the suggested trajectory (trend) with the vectorial
diagram of the forces. The obtained values of accelerations confirm
again that these values can not be more bigger than maximal value
of acceleration g≈5,74 and validate finally the suggested method of
econophysical gravitational model.

Fig. 16 The values of econophysical mass M as the function of time.

This paper has researched the important parameters that
describe the activity of microeconomical system such as:

The vectorial diagram of the trend (trajectory Z) allows finally
validating the Newtonian conception of the activity of
microeconomical system (Fig. 17).

-

The speed shows the cumulative revenue referring to one
unit of econophysical mass.
Impulse has the meaning of the net profit;
The econophysical mass has the meaning of the gross
profit;
The acceleration in general is the average cumulative
revenue referring to one unit of econophysical mass.
Very important aspect of this study is that the mechanical
conception of the description of the activity of microeconomic
systems allows understanding deeply the specific mechanisms of
the activity of these systems.

Fig. 17 The vectorial diagram of the trend for the validation of
Newton’s theory of mechanics
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Abstract: The global pandemic has changed the responsibilities of managers and the functioning of organization s. Those who had embarked
on the path of digital transformation found themselves in a favourable position and quickly adapted to the imposed changes. Their managers
had accumulated experience and training for effective management of turbulent organizational change. The adaptation of managers helped
to transform the work process and control the implementation of tasks. The report discusses issues related to the impact of t he Fourth
Industrial Revolution and the global pandemic situation on management. Key factors determining the direction of management
transformation towards leadership in the conditions of digitalization and "work from home" are described. The essential chara cteristics of
the digital literacy of the leader are commented. The impact of artificial intelligence on strategic management and approaches to human
capital management is assessed. Observed management problems are studied and guidelines are given to deal with management cha llenges
in the context of a global pandemic.
Keywords: GLOBAL PANDEMIC, DIGITALIZATION, LEADERSHIP, DIGITAL LITERACY, ADAPTATION OF MANAGERS
The Professional adaptation is a process of acquiring new
professional knowledge and skills that determine the success of the
team and the organization.

1. Introduction
The rapid spread of COVID-19 after March 2020, the ensuing
pandemic situation and governments' decisions to lock down, have
forced the leaders of various organizations around the world to rule
in a completely unfamiliar context. The global pandemic has
changed the responsibilities of managers and the functioning of
organizations. "At the beginning of the pandemic, the main
challenge for us was to maintain stable business growth, competing
with the world's giants in the market and to meet the goals we set.
We have always had a good organization and the opportunity to
work everywhere, but this situation has led us to redesign a number
of processes and tools" said Boyan Ivanov, CEO of StorPool
Storage [1].

But the adaptation of managers is primarily related to social
change, which maintains adequacy and manages the state of the
individual. The Social adaptation is a form of interaction of the
manager with the social environment. It is a special kind of
socialization caused by changes in the environment, requiring
qualities that the leader does not have at the moment. The Social
adaptation is a social production and creativity, as too often it is
preceded by the absence of models and requires its own discoveries.
In addition, in order to adapt, managers change their economic
thinking and behavior. They are characterized by great energy,
entrepreneurship, positive motivation, willingness to learn new
knowledge and habits in various economic fields. Economic
reforms can lead to psychological changes - positive and negative;
deep and superficial; near and far in time. Individual psychological
qualities that play an important role in economic adaptation are
adequate self-esteem, speed and accuracy of perception, flexible
thinking, resilience, helpful memory, activity, self-control,
continuous learning and self-development, psychological readiness
for marketing, high energy potential, motivation for achievement
and developed practical intellect, readiness for risky economic
behavior. "A very big difficulty is how we can be as sure as
possible that we are making the right decisions about our work, and
we are making them fast enough - the decisions that balance this to
keep our colleagues' health and safety as good as possible
(including mental health), while at the same time striving for them
to be able to work effectively and keep the motivation in the teams.
At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, there were a lot of
unknowns, which made these decisions even more complex."[2]
Risk can be defined, on the one hand, as the expectation of a
possible danger and the threat of undesirable consequences, and on
the other - as a successful action that requires courage and hope for
success. Risk is a characteristic of economic behavior in terms of its
activity, necessary to achieve the set goals in a situation of
excessive economic uncertainty. Important for risky decisions is the
subjectively expected benefit, with a tendency to maximize it. In
this sense, risk is seen as a preferred course of action, associated
with great danger, but also with great expected benefit and
maximum profit.

In a context of many questions, quick response and adaptation
proved to be extremely valuable qualities. Those who had embarked
on the path of digital transformation had a favorable position and
quickly adapted to the imposed changes. Their managers have
demonstrated their experience in effectively managing turbulent
organizational change. Radoslav Nikolov (SAP Labs Bulgaria)
admits that “Our company has formed a team for dealing with crisis
situations for years. … I would like us to be 100% more prepared
for the remote work of all colleagues before the crisis. We were
over 90% ready and it took some time to reach that 100%.” [2]

2. The Adaptation of Managers
The adaptation of managers helps to transform the work process
and control the implementation of tasks. It depends on key context
factors. It is needed when living and working conditions change.
There are different types of adaptation in human nature:
physiological; anatomical; psychological; professional; social.
The Physiological adaptation is a process - a response to
changes in environmental conditions.
The Anatomical adaptation is a process of change in the
structure of the organism or the structure of its individual organs.
The Psychological adaptation is a process in which the
fundamental foundations of the mind are rethought in accordance
with the new requirements of the world around us.
The Cultural adaptation is “a long process of readjustment to a
new environment, at the end of which the individual feels
comfortable; a process through which the rules and customs of the
new cultural context are learned” [3]. Getting acquainted with the
various aspects of cultural adaptation and analyzing methods for a
smoother transition through the period of acculturation are
extremely important for the successful realization of modern person
in the XXI century. In the age of globalization, the collision with
elements of culture shock in business communication, social life
and cultural exchange is inevitable.

3. From management to leadership
Successful pandemic managers respond as leaders, show
leadership qualities, and apply appropriate leadership styles as
appropriate. They change the organizational culture, influencing the
attitude of people to work and business in the new working
conditions. Their aim is to adequately respond to changes in the
business environment using computer technology and the
established company value system shared by employees. Stimulate
constructive ideas and innovative concepts. Adrian Seligman, a
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member of the Board of Directors of the Top Employers Institute,
says that the Human Resources Department has been transformed
into People & Culture, with Chief Experience Officer, Experience
Manager and others appearing. “We currently have technologies to
support and simplify recruitment, streamline introductory training
and talent and performance management. This enables companies to
better adapt the new digital experience for their employees. Instead
of focusing on administrative tasks, human resources departments
invest their efforts in managing employee engagement and
strengthening their culture. In the last five years, especially in
human resources departments, new roles have been created focused
on digital transformation: data-driven positions to support decisions,
data analysts to better shape new organizational models or positions
with a strong digital presence to support employees' technological
expertise.” [4] Progressive companies find that highly centralized
organizations are unable to respond to dynamic changes in the
market and technology, and are rapidly restructuring. The policy of
openness, trust, commitment and consent in building work teams are important components of successful management. Proper
management of human capital is the key to change and the means to
achieve company strategy in the unknown future. Leadership is a
style of management that stimulates the innovative behavior of
employees, ensuring a continuous process of creating and using new
knowledge at all levels in the organization. The value of an
organization is not only in financial indicators, but in knowledge.
Successful managers invest in work teams formed by
knowledgeable and capable people with innovative thinking,
progressive business ideas and innovative activity.

guided by the idea of avoiding destructive innovations and creating
new opportunities for business expansion.
The basic model for successful digital transformation of the
company covers three main areas of change: consumer behavior
(while maintaining the idea of external and internal customer for the
company), digitalization of business processes and a new business
model. But this is not enough to provide a lasting competitive
advantage. In an interview, Dr. Eng. Boryana Manolova from
Siemens Bulgaria, said that at the beginning of the pandemic, which
imposed the need to readjust to remote work and the associated
reorganization of processes in the company, there were some
concerns about how sustainable and efficient will be prove this
model of work. "Fortunately, both the internal infrastructure and our
colleagues have found themselves at the right level to cope with the
new circumstances and responsibilities." [9] It is no coincidence
that globally, Siemens maintains this way of working for a few days
a week and after of the pandemic. Siemens Bulgaria's overall
approach to the crisis shows the success, both in terms of rapid
internal adjustment to new circumstances, and in relations with
customers and partners, the implementation of projects, while
ensuring the health and safety of employees. Siemens' practice is
indicative that the remote control model is applicable and efficient.
The developed model of digital transformation requires special
efforts to restore effective change in additional areas such as:
redefining and applying new models of organizational structure,
development of digital skills of management and executive staff;
building a modern IT infrastructure (including people, the Internet
of Things, big data, the cloud), the degree of digitalization of
services, digital channels for interaction and communication.

No business model will work without a clear strategy, shared
values and digitally oriented leadership.

The pandemic caused by Covid19 accelerated the processes of
digital transformation of business, due to the desire to preserve the
economic stability of the affected countries and to preserve people's
health. One of the manifestations of these processes is the relocation
of the office to the home. The research done in Comlink EOOD is
indicative of the extent to which work from home affects the work
process and how it changes the results. The object of research - the
company Commlink Ltd., located in Sofia, is engaged in: market
research and recruitment through HR platforms, internal systems
and public social networks. In a pandemic, in one week the
company mobilizes and provides devices and secure access to the
internal database for each of the employees. The main goal of the
study is to determine how successfully the business was transferred
home and continues to operate in the parameters before the
lockdown, how the company is experiencing shocks and whether it
is severely affected due to more difficult communication between
teams. The research methodology includes a comparative analysis
of internal company documentation, which determines the
difference in the achieved target goals of the employees from the
months before the isolation due to the epidemic, with those during
the work from the homes. Anonymous questionnaires and a
structured interview were also used to increase the reliability of the
information. It was found that the negative aspects of working from
home are associated with weaker communication and lack of good
monitoring by managers. Not all workers may be fair and abuse
their time if the company does not have a good internal tracking
system. It is also extremely difficult for new workers to integrate
and socialize. A similar problem is observed with long-term
employees, when there are innovations and systemic changes, as
training is more difficult from a distance. The positive aspects are
related to work preferences - 70% of the interviewees believe that
they are more productive than at home, 60% of them categorically
state that there are no obstacles at home to concentrate on work
tasks. What is specific in the answers of these respondents is that
most of them would prefer to work at home from 3 to 5 working
days on average. It can be concluded that they like working at home
because of the "time earned before and after work". They do not
have to travel and have time for personal commitments immediately
after the end of the working day. It turns out that personal results
are better and individual performance is higher. But despite the
positive aspects, the general attitude towards work at home is rather

4. The Digitalization of Business in the global
pandemic situation
The digitalization of business is a radical change in the tool
base, the ways of transmitting and storing information in
organizations. The speed of digitalization is a result of how
innovative ideas relate to people and how easily these ideas spread.
"The era of personal computers has caused a real revolution that has
affected millions of people… No one can predict where we will end
up this time, but I am confident that this revolution will affect even
more people and move society far ahead. Radical changes will
occur primarily in communication between people. "[5]
Digital transformation is change and development - change and
development in the way we live and work, and the participation of
technology in this way of life and work, as well as their contribution
to the development of society and people. According to a PwC
survey, "81% of CEOs surveyed identify technological advances as
the most important business challenge, even greater than
demographic, climate or other global changes." And the results of
the PwC NextGen 2019 [6] survey show that the next generation of
family business owners in Central and Eastern Europe believes that
digital technologies are crucial to the success of their companies.
30% of respondents are concerned that their family business is
currently lagging behind its competitors in the field of
digitalization. Given their digital competencies, almost 90% of
respondents believe that they can add significant value and help
their companies have an appropriate strategy for the digital age. In
the conditions of digital business environment with main
characteristics - turbulence, connectivity, interdependence,
dynamism, uncertainty, uncontrollability, relativity, the competitive
advantages are not constant. Using new business models can be
inefficient and misleading, based on wrong management and
technological decisions. But the fear of taking risks, following a
strategy of stagnation to maintain the current state of the company
and inactive actions, hide the inevitable corporate death in the
conditions of digital transformation. In their publications, various
authors (Bradley, James, Macaulay, Noronha, Wade, [7] Chaffey
[8]) offer a variety of models for digital business transformation,
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negative, because "communication between the teams is
deteriorating little by little." In the short term, the average
performance from the home office period has increased by about
10% for the entire team, but nevertheless, with a longer period of
work from home, this would shake the resilience of the business due
to poor communication.

The systematization of the different opinions of the authors on
digital literacy leads to the definition of the following mutually
complementary points of view:
The first perspective defines digital literacy as a set of discrete
abilities or behaviors expressed by users of automated information
systems. The digitally literate individual knows when and how to
effectively use digital resources to address information needs. This
perspective examines and explores behaviors that address a number
of value-added criteria known to us as quality value, including
accuracy, reliability, validity, and completeness of information. In
addition, we can include the ability to create and share information
online, in user-created forums and social networking sites.

This case gives us reason to summarize that in the conditions of
the digital revolution and after the pandemic: the home office can
remain as an element of work processes but within a reasonable
time frame; to be used as a motivational tool to attract new
employees looking for flexible working hours; to provide a
professional and multifunctional platform for remote
communication that is fast and efficient (other than Skype); to take
a research approach to the process of remote communication in
order to establish the most appropriate channels and methods of
communication between team members; to develop an adequate
monitoring and control system.

The second point emphasizes the application of abstract mental
models for activities involving digital content. These patterns come
from different areas, but most of them are cognitive in their
perspective, focusing on how individuals process the information in
their head. These are metacognitive structures that support the
activities of the individual's digital literacy by encouraging reflexive
thinking and increased awareness of individual thinking about a
task or problem. These models focus on problem-solving skills and
are abstract enough to be applicable in a wide range of situations
and contexts.

The digitalization of industries has its institutional aspects
within the European Union. These aspects are related to policies
and management approaches for their implementation. According to
Eng. Kiril Radev "The collaboration of measures, tools and
approaches can be united under the common name Institutionalization 4.0" [10]. Through a monitoring system, the
European Commission carries out an annual assessment of the
extent to which digital technologies are being implemented in the
various areas of socio-economic life in each Member State. It is
based on the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), which is a
complex indicator derived from the values of the so-called key
indicators of Europe's digital performance and gives an idea of the
pace of development of EU Member States in terms of their digital
competitiveness. One of the main indicators of the index is "human
capital and digital skills", which measures the degree of skills
acquired by people (considered as human capital) needed to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by digital technologies.

The third perspective expresses digital literacy instead of skills,
through the general ability of people to live, learn and work in a
digital society that recognizes the ever-changing nature of
technology and the evolving expectations of digital people.
The fourth point of view is related to the cognitive approach to
the challenges of digital media. Media literacy in the digital age
emphasizes the interrelationship of four factors in understanding
new media: presentation, language, production and audience. These
components provide a structure for thinking and evaluating media
messages. This emphasizes critical thinking and analysis.
The fifth perspective includes a reflective understanding of
ourselves in terms of technology and digital services, an awareness
of network structures - both social and technical, and an
understanding of the social aspects that shape much of our digital
engagement. A person who is digitally literate is not just an
ordinary user of digital information. He sees himself as a person
engaged in the activity of creating digital information. In an age of
unprecedented opportunities for digital trade, social and political
engagement, lifelong learning and collaboration, the digitally
literate must be a constantly active and vigilant participant. This
position changes the way one understands the relationship between
tools and infrastructures. If we see ourselves as part of the
conversation, we want not only to make our productions easily
accessible, but also with many followers. As such, we require tools
and coherently designed socio-technical systems.

The success of the digital transformation depends on the digital
literacy of the leader, the strategy oriented towards high
technological achievements and the organizational culture oriented
towards accepting change in the overall organizational system.

5. Digital Competence of Managers
Digital literacy is not an abstract concept.
The term "digital literacy" was first introduced in the late 1990s
by Gilster [11]. It recognizes the fundamental but revolutionary
uniqueness of the Internet and identifies the digitally literate as
possessing a specific set of information skills (eg search and
evaluation) applied to text and multimedia information found on the
Internet and located in a formal learning context. Digital literacy
goes far beyond basic reading, writing, listening and speaking skills.
It includes three main elements: technological skills, critical
thinking skills and contextual practices. Digital literacy cannot be
understood out of context; knowledge is found and embodied in
very specific ways and is often applied according to specific goals.
Cultural, social, civic, political and economic impacts extend the
original concept of digital literacy. These impacts require skills to
express, create, share, interact and engage. The different sociotechnical reality requires managers to have not only the ability to
use technological means, but also knowledge of the norms and
practices for their application. In this sense, being "digitally literate"
covers issues related to cognitive power, security and privacy,
creative, ethical and responsible use of digital media. Definitions
and different points of view on digital literacy can be found in the
publications of Bawden [12], Lankshear and Knobel [13], Jones and
Hafner [14] and others. Definitions of the concept now range from
information literacy in a digital environment (eg: finding, retrieving,
organizing, evaluating, managing and presenting information) to
broader, more complex conceptual frameworks that cover a wide
range of skills, understandings, norms and practices.

These perspectives are not different in themselves and the
authors do not oppose each other, but complement each other. Each
definition reflects some of the historical and scientific foundations
of the author's point of view. They represent different approaches to
digital literacy, stemming from different scientific traditions and
many ways of thinking differently about what literacy is and how
literacy is applied in formal and informal settings. Values, goals and
institutional priorities play a role in defining the meaning of
"digitally literate". The numerous perspectives and the diverse
origins of the authors' opinions lead to the conclusion that no
uniform definition can be given.
Summarizing our observations and research, we offer a model
of a digitally literate leader. A synthesized model of the
professional digital competence of the leader includes:
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Strategic Leadership and Business Acumen - leads an
interdisciplinary team and influences stakeholders from
different functional and geographical areas; creates
innovative business and operational models that provide
value to organizations;
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Systematic Approach with developed analytical thinking
and structured problem solving;



Complex Competence - management of "teams of leaders",
management of hitherto unknown communication
processes between "knowledge workers" and robots,
understanding of the whole - business environment and
open organizational system, digitalization of processes,
building digital communication, information, " political”
and social networks, project management; competence in
many disciplines - at the level of understanding and
communicating knowledge;



Specialized Competence - in the field of one specialization
and at least one high-tech system;



Competencies in the Field of High Technologies - to have a
vision and ambition to change the business to achieve
higher results, using the opportunities for innovation and
trends in high technology.



Key skills - learning skills, including the ability to
constantly update knowledge and upgrade with new
knowledge, building on existing ones; vigilance - the
ability to constantly monitor innovations in the internal and
external environment (economic, social, cultural, political,
technological, etc.) in order to maintain awareness of the
latest trends and respond quickly to their impact;
adaptability - openness to change (positive or negative),
flexibility in the workplace, ability to accept, prepare for
and cope with change; drawing lessons from failures that
turn into valuable lessons and benefits. Multidisciplinary
and combinatorial skills, including the ability to use
different areas to solve complex problems through
teamwork; development of information systems; thinking
aimed at discovering innovations.

strengths and opportunities for their development as a constructive
approach to the limitations of their own imperfections and threats to
their own leadership identity. This approach does not justify his
personal limitations or weaknesses, nor does it mitigate the resulting
force of the negative effect of threats to the organization. The
managerial deficit falls outside the scope of the current study, but
there is great potential for future research on the lack of motivation
and aspiration to achieve digital literacy. It is necessary to study the
impact of the lack of such literacy on organizations and their
employees.
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The role of modern leaders is to use appropriate tools to analyze
and predict the impact of the business environment and change in
the organization, as thinking practitioners and researchers.

6. Conclusion
The digital transformation of the company is a process that
provides it with a competitive advantage. It is possible and effective
by involving all employees in the process, led by digitally literate
leaders at all organizational levels. This requires a digital strategy
for organizational leadership that leads to staff transformation, new
markets and higher profits. The new paradigm for management
achieves a connection between: strategy, structure and culture of the
organization.
In this sense, when adapting to new circumstances and in the
process of changing the strategy, managers need to consider:
• The leadership approach - leaders must fully understand the
changes and their benefits, how the change affects the employees in
the organization.
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• Project management - strategic business planning, operational
planning and setting individual goals and planning, combined with
clear communication and coordination between all employees in the
organization.
• Intra-company communication and relationships with external
stakeholders - everyone needs to know what is happening in the
organization and how it affects the work process and customers.
• Management of people in the organization - which groups of
employees are affected by the change, what are their reactions, to
what extent they oppose and what are the reasons for the tone, what
is the strength of influence and impact of management to implement
the change.
A positive approach to the manager confronts him with the
responsibility to be proactive and look for potential in their own
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2. Solutions from the standard libraries necessary for
system implementation

1. Introduction
Significant public data sources exist on the Internet in all scientific
and technological domains. There is a wide collection of e-books,
and there are powerful search solutions that allow you to quickly
search for terms and redirect to sources that provide more details
about terms. Although in some cases the accuracy of the data is
questionable, Wikipedia, for example, certainly stands out as a
powerful source of information of global importance. Wikipedia is
constantly evolving as a detailed knowledge base, becoming more
accurate over time, and existing weaknesses are mostly related to
mass editing of articles, where sometimes less competent authors
describe some terms. Regardless of the source, the question is only
an expert assessment of the article, and everything else that is true
from the expert point of view is valid for further use.
Data from available sources of professional literature, mostly exist
as unstructured freely written texts. For an efficient knowledge base
system, it is necessary to structure the data and create a database of
terms. In this knowledge base system, all descriptions of terms
would be referred to expert articles. The application of algorithms
for processing regular expressions enables the separation of
characteristic terms and sentences as the basic units of articles in
which they appear. Each term is paired with a sentence and is
indirectly paired with a complete article describing it. It is necessary
to overcome the problem of a false number of possible matches
because auxiliary words of general meaning can be found in many
sentences. Creating a glossary of terms that do not contain general
auxiliary words is of the utmost importance in this case.
Computer Algebra System (CAS) solutions are applications and
libraries for numerical and symbolic solving of mathematical
problems, from simple substitutions of values, solving equations
and inequalities, through simplification of expressions, all the way
to higher levels of calculus. The hierarchy of organizing topics in
the application of such systems in the knowledge base must be
designed without any automatic procedure, and after formulating
topics and generating tasks, the use of such systems is automated,
because the database provides completely accurate results. All
mediation solutions are also integrated into a database with correct
answers.
There are several ways to generate materials for knowledge
examination. Examples: 1. The term T is taken from the database
and several definitions are offered, including the definition of a
given term T, and the answers offered are definitions of related
terms F without the explicit appearance of the term name in the
offered answers; 2. The question related to the term A is formulated
in the entire sentence taken from the database, and the offered
answers contain sentences from the database data in which the local
expression B is replaced by the required term A. 3. Expression A is
taken from the database and its final symbolic simplification or
numerical solution is needed, and with such solution T, we offer
final incorrect answers F obtained by accurate calculation using
CAS tools via expression B, in which some constants are in the
initial expression A.

The RegEx library from the Boost library [1] package provides very
good support for developing an efficient parser [2]. The use of
XML libraries (in this case TinyXML) is suitable for the
development of applications for manipulating large sets of XML
data. Also, developing custom code is another option. Quality
solutions, such as Tulip, are suitable for graph analysis and support
the development of user scripts. However, the Igraph library
provides the most functional approach to graph analysis. Among the
most well-known CAS libraries are GiNaC and SimbolicC ++ (used
in the development described in this paper) [3], enabling the
application of a complete symbolic calculation in the development
code. Manipulations with strings of symbolic calculations,
supported by the SymbolicC++ library, are suitable for further
conversion to the desired formats. LibHaru library is suitable for
output in PDF format, but, using automated LaTeX [4] procedures
(Texify +Dvi2Pdf via Fork execution of MikTeX applications) is a
better solution in this case. The application of automated LaTeX
procedures efficiently solves the problem of converting more
complex mathematical expressions to PDF format. To support the
generation of HTML documents, MathJax MathML was used,
whose format is fully compatible with the TeX format for writing
mathematical expressions. It is convenient to use the ASIO or Beast
library from the Boost package to develop portable WEB solutions.
However, the developments of fully dynamic WEB applications
require additional code for data processing at the HTTP protocol
level. All of the mentioned libraries and solutions have been
developed under an open-source license. They provide good
opportunities for further work and improvement of the developed
code.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Mapping of terms from the massive datasets of
unstructured text
Creating a glossary with the calculated frequency of occurrence of
words is the first task in the analysis of data sets of unstructured
text. It is important to know how much of the above data set
contains the text, how many different articles are in it, how many
sentences are there, and what is the representation of words in them.
Words fulfill the condition that the terms must be of the noun type,
and at the same time, they are not the words of a general character.
Terms, definitions, and descriptions of terms that should be
organized in the knowledge base must be unambiguously
connected. Realistically, terms can be represented by one or more
words, and the mentioned term can appear in several articles.
Some terms are words of a general type in some areas of science,
while in other areas they are considered very important
determinants. On massive data sets, such as a public collection of
more than 30 million abstracts from the PubMed database, a register
of words was created and the frequency of their occurrence was
determined. To balance the promotion of general words, where
biomedical expressions, which are more common in a given
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3.3. Additional implementations
To manage tables in large data sets, it is necessary to develop code
for the efficient handling of hash tables. Developed code is
important for simultaneous handling of few hash tables and must be
fully optimized. To describe links, you need to generate records as
structured text records. After that, it is easy to generate the .dot or
similar file formats important for organizing data as graphs. As far
as textual knowledge bases are concerned, the glossary must have
direct links to the articles from which it was created, with the
possibility of regulating the corpus of articles for which the
dictionary was created in real-time, based on the user's choice. By
using the generated tables of paired identification numbers, it is
possible to permanently connect with the relation term-sentence and
sentence-term, and indirectly term-article and article-term. Their
further pairing creates tables of terms for connection (enables the
generation of names of terms consisting of several words),
sentence-sentence (enables the formulation of statements important
for testing knowledge), and article-article (enables basic thematic
links). The created database contains a table of paired items: termID
- phraseID. Furthermore, it is necessary to formulate, identify and
classify topics, which, based on the analysis of the density of
interconnectedness of terms and articles, builds a complete
hierarchy of topics and terms and creates a knowledge base for
further work. For additional classifications, it is necessary to
generate graphs and further statistical and structural analyzes of
graphs. At this point, it is not necessary to fully implement your
code, but standard solutions are quite sufficient. In this case, it is
especially important to conduct a cluster analysis of graphs, and the
obtained results will be the basis of thematic classification in a
developed information system.
In the knowledge base of mathematical expressions, all pairings
must be performed on the expression-solution relation in the form
of injective transcriptions. It has been shown earlier how basic
expressions are defined as organized trees and the storage of
expression data is realized using containers of any type. It should be
noted here that, unlike textual content, in this case, there are no
semantic or grammatical restrictions, so existing expressions in the
data collection can be fully combined and much more complex
forms can be generated. In parallel, with the additional generation
of more complex expressions, responses are generated using the
benefits provided by the SymbolicC++ library. All of the above for
collections of expressions that represent questions (equivalent to
terms in textual form) also applies to collections of answers
(equivalent to the definitions in textual form).

3.2. Mapping in datasets of mathematical expressions
It was mentioned earlier that the only problem is the organization of
data of individual mathematical expressions, which is achieved by
storing expressions in the form of binary trees in the data containers
of the collection of given expressions - concepts in this case. For
such a defined container of terms, a container consisting of a
solution of each expression is filled in parallel by an automatic
procedure. In this way, an organized paired set of data of initial
expressions and results of symbolic calculation enables the change
of the textual content of each result, to generate offered false
answers. The basic principles of data organization of mathematical
expressions exist well described in the literature [6]. For example,
for expression 1, the expanded solution is the expression 2:
(1)
(2)
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the expression in the form of a binary
tree. The mentioned tree is realized according to the standard
formalism for storing mathematical expressions. Hierarchical
relations are clearly defined, the sequence of operations is
performed reproducibly, on nodes, there are always computational
operations (binary operators), and parameters and constants in
expressions are in distant nodes without further branching. For a
system set up in this way, the computational operations that
calculate the value of a mathematical expression on the way through
such an organized binary tree can be completely automatic.

Figure 1. Representation of expression 1 in the form of a binary
tree. One of the possible tabulated views of the organized tree from
Figure 1 is given in the form of two tables (table of nodes and
connection table). Both tables together store information about
expression 1. Table 1 shows the representation of nodes reunited in
the tree as well as the hierarchies and table 2 shows the connections
of the nodes in the part of the table that describes connections. Each
connection is hierarchically represented and uniquely marked. Table
1 and 2. Tabulated presentation of nodes and connections of
mathematical expression 1 organized in the form of a tree.

3.4. Designing a system for generating knowledge testing
materials
Depending on the thematic framework for which the solution is
being developed, it is also necessary to determine the level of
education at which the final solutions for generating the tests must
be applied. Solutions such as quizzes are the easiest to implement,
regardless of the content, it offers among the answers. Defining the
format of question and answer tests, whether it is textual content or
mathematical expressions, comes down to determining the
dynamics by which, in addition to the offered answer, false
solutions are also offered.
In the textual forms of knowledge testing, in addition to solutions,
false answers are offered that meet the requirements for
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classification (they are written in a similar form and belong to
similar topics). In tests that contain mathematical expressions, the
offered false answers are best obtained by slightly changing the
parameters of the output record, which is achieved by changing the
value of only one randomly selected parameter in each false
expression. More complex solutions involve some kind of
intervention of finding and replacing, replacing terms with
definitions in more complex textual forms. It was mentioned earlier
that the most suitable forms of output formats are materials for
checking knowledge of HTML, due to the possibility of developing
WEB-oriented solutions and PDF, due to the preparation of tests on
paper. There are compatible solutions for both formats (MathML
and TeX) that are used in pre-final output generation. This created
an opportunity for the user to edit the final solutions in their own
opinion and further adapt them to the desired thematic framework at
any level.
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4. Conclusion
Large collections of professional literature in electronic form enable
the construction of usable knowledge bases from various
professional fields. This paper demonstrates a methodological
approach in the possible design and development of two such
systems. The knowledge base of terms and definitions has several
possible sources, and the classification of terms is a prerequisite for
the development of such a system. For symbolic expressions, it is
only necessary to precisely define the method of marking and the
principle of data storage. The use of developed CAS libraries
enabled the automatic generation of records in the solution
database. Also, their use enables the generation of expressions of
much more complex forms. The user of such a developed
information system controls only the level, and the thematic
framework controls the format of the generated test with the number
of questions, the number of offered answers with the possibility of
balancing the weight relationship between the questions. The
outputs of the mentioned system can be modified after user control
because the user can additionally edit the output forms of complete
tests.
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MCDM approach. The outcome of the research evaluate and rank
the factors, where the location and accessibility of the
accommodation are the most influential factors. In a similar vein,
this approach is applied for studying the dominant factors in hotel
selection in Iran. However, the cost and car parking availability
criteria have a significant impact on hotel choice, too 16.

1. Introduction
Tourism is the traveling of individuals to places out of their
common environment. Tourism involves several activities, such as
visiting attractive destinations and lodging, as well as actors like
restaurants or accommodations. One of the most important sectors
of tourism industry is accommodation, which involves hotels,
motels, etc. 1. Several studies conducted on the sector of
accommodation reveal that most of the tourists focus on hotel
choice (Batra, 2009 and Caber & Albayrak, 2014). Among hotel
facilities, the competition for tourists, especially in touristic cities, is
extreme and clearly visible. Hotel managers spend a high cost on
marketing and promoting their hotels to fascinate tourists 4. The
managers aim to provide several services that attract customers,
such as affordable prices and free services (e.g., Wi-Fi, breakfast,
cancellation, and parking) 5. Besides these competitive factors, the
rating, the location, the quality, and the number of stars play a
significant role in consumer purchase. Despite the availability of
online websites for booking a hotel, all the above-mentioned factors
make hotel selection a complex, fuzzy, and uncertain decisionmaking process. Therefore, it is worth analyzing the factors found
on online booking websites and applications to improve tourists'
choice.

The primary objective of this study is to analyze and prioritize
hotel selection factors found in the online booking systems by using
the fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) method. There are
many online booking websites and applications, but booking.com is
employed as a case study. Meanwhile, the FAHP method is used in
this study to deal with uncertainty and fuzziness in decisionmaking.

2. Material and Method
Online booking systems are important in tourism industry,
especially in the accommodation sector. Several factors might be
found in these systems that affect tourists' choice 17. This study
considers booking.com as a case study to analyze the relevant
factors. The chosen factors of the adopted system are the
followings: rating, the number of stars, cost, location, reviewers,
Wi-Fi, free parking, and breakfast availability 18. Booking.com is
used in the case study due to its importance earned as being the
largest hotel reservation agency in the world, where more than
900,000 room booking is conducted per day 19 According to
Garrigos-Simon et al. (2017), booking.com is the best platform that
provides reliable information on hotels. The MCDM approach can
be utilized to analyze those factors which might help tourists in
choosing an optimal hotel based on the importance of the factors.

Several researchers study the aspects that influence hotel
choice, where psychological and non-psychological factors affect
tourists' decision-making 6. Building on the research of Ananth et al.
(1992), this study evaluates the factors that influence hotel
selection. The result demonstrates that hotel quality and cost are the
most dominant factors. Another researcher 8 claims that free
services, cost, location, and cleanliness are the most influential
factors, while Stringam et al. (2010) mention that tourists choose
hotel according to room size and breakfast availability. Bronner and
De Hoog (2014) find that the highest rating factor in case of
choosing hotels is the affordable prices. The majority of studies
focus on the factors of hotel selection in general. With the rapid
development in internet evolution, the purchase has shifted to online
sites 11. Several studies demonstrate the importance of internet in
tourism industry. Most of the tourists book their accommodation
places via online websites or applications 12. These websites and
applications, such as booking.com, support tourists in choosing a
suitable hotel for their journey 13. However, due to the competitive
alternatives and the high number of factors that affects optimal
decision-making, tourists remain confused while looking for the
best option. Therefore, it is beneficial to study the factors affecting
tourists' hotel choice. The most suitable approach to deal with
several factors and to evaluate the alternatives is the multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) approach 14. Previous studies identify
the factors that affect hotel selection by using the MCDM approach
in general. For example, Chou et al. (2008) study the factors that
play an important role in hotel choice in Taiwan and apply the

There are many methods belonging to the MCDM that are
suitable for making an appropriate choice among several
alternatives. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP), which has
been first proposed by Saaty (2001), is a method of the MCDM.
However, choosing the best hotel involves some uncertainty and
fuzziness factors that affect the hotel choice. Additionally, the AHP
is not the efficient approach of the MCDM to represent human
thinking 21. Thus, this study proposes to apply the extended version
of the AHP to analyze and prioritize the factors of the booking.com
website. Nevertheless, the pairwise comparison matrix checking the
experts' preference is conducted based on the AHP method. Then,
the AHP scale is converted to fuzzy numbers by using a triangular
fuzzy number (TFN). Equation (1) demonstrates the membership
function of a TFN 22.

(1)
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Letters l, m, and u denote the lower, medium, and upper TFN
numbers. The membership function of the FAHP applies a different
scale ranging from 0 to1, as illustrated in Грешка! Източникът
на препратката не е намерен. 17.

(5)

Step 2. The degree of possibility of two fuzzy numbers (M1,
M2) is defined in Equation (6).

(6)

Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен.
demonstrates the definition of Equation (6), where letter (d)
represents the highest intersection point (D) between two fuzzy
numbers 17.

Fig. 1 A triangular fuzzy number (TFN)

Table 1 illustrates the AHP scale and the fuzzy numbers, which
are calculated based on the membership function.
Table 1: The AHP scale and the fuzzy numbers
Definition
AHP scale
Equal importance
1
Somewhat more important
3
Much more important
5
Very much more important
7
Absolutely more important
9
2
4
Intermediate values
6
8

Fuzzy number
(1,1,1)
(2,3,4)
(4,5,6)
(6,7,8)
(9,9,9)
(1,2,3)
(3,4,5)
(5,6,7)
(7,8,9)

After checking the consistency ratio of the experts' preferences,
the FAHP calculations can be accomplished. Let X= {x1, x2, x3, ….
xn} and G= {g1, g2, g3, …. gn} be used to refer to the object set and
a goal, respectively. For each goal, each object is taken with
extended analysis. Therefore, for each object (m), extent analysis
can be calculated:

Fig. 2 The intersection between M1 and M2

Step 3. This step defines the degree of possibility for a convex
fuzzy number greater than k convex fuzzy Mi (i=1,2, …. K), see
Equation (7).

Where (j=1,2....n) represents TFNs. The steps of the extended
version of the AHP (i.e., FAHP) can be summarized as the
following 22:

V (M ≥ M 1, M2… Mk) = V [(M ≥ M 1) and (M ≥
M2)… (M ≥ Mk)]

(7)

= min V(M ≥ M i), i = 1,2, …, k

Step 1. The fuzzy synthetic value concerning object (i) is
obtained by using Equation (2), Equation (3), Equation (4), and
Equation (5).

Where d(Ai) = min V(S i ≥ Sk) for k=1,2….n; k ≠ i . Thus, the
weight vector is given by Equation (8).
=

(2)

(8)

Step 4. Equation (9) might be used to obtain the final overall
weight.
(9)

(3)

3. Analysis and Results
The factors chosen from the booking.com online system are the
followings: cost, Wi-Fi availability, free cancellation, place rating,
breakfast availability, and free parking. The FAHP approach is
applied to analyze the factors. According to the AHP method
introduced by Saaty (2001), the pairwise comparison matrix of the
experts is calculated. The consistency ratio of experts’ preferences
is checked, and they are less or equal to 10%. Then, Equation (1) is

(4)
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applied to convert the AHP scale to a fuzzy number, as shown in
Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен..

Table 2: Fuzzy AHP comparison matrix

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C1

(1,1,1)

(0.25,0.45,1)

(1,2.22,4)

(1,2.95,6)

(1,3.27,6)

(2,4.83,8)

C2

(1,2.22,4)

(1,1,1)

(1,3.47,6)

(2,3.55,8)

(2,3.94,8)

(2,6.53,9)

C3
C4

(0.25,0.45,1)
(0.17,0.34,1)

(0.17,0.32,0.5)
(0.13,0.3,0.5)

(1,1,1)
(0.25,1,4)

(0.25,1,4)
(1,1,1)

(1,2.67,6)
(0.25,0.96,6)

(2,4.08,6)
(0.25,2.75,8)

C5

(0.17,0.31,1)
(0.13,0.18,0.25)

(0.13,0.27,0.5)
(0.11,0.17,0.5)

(0.17,0.37,1)
(0.17,0.24,0.5)

(0.17,1.04,4)
(0.17,0.51,3)

(1,1,1)
(0.17,0.41,1)

(1,2.95,6)
(1,1,1)

C6

The fuzzy synthetic values are computed by using Equations (27) as following:

preferences. However, a difference is found between the findings of
this study and Stringam et al.'s (2010), where the breakfast has a
moderate effect. Contrary to the results of Lockyer's research
(2005), where free services such as Wi-Fi and free parking have a
low influence compared to the hotel rating and price.
This study applies the FAHP approach to examine those factors
of booking.com that play an influential role in hotel choice. The
adopted online system is used as a case study since globally, it is the
most important online hotel reservation agency. Each day, more
than 900,000 rooms are booked by using booking.com 19. In this
study, the FAHP is used to handle the uncertainty of the factors and
the fuzziness of tourists' decision-making. This study examines the
factors related to hotels. However, according to Mahdi and
Esztergár-Kiss (2020), psychological factors have a significant
impact on tourists' decision-making, too. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, tourists’ interviews could not be conducted, which is a
limitation of this research. Further studies may include interviews to
enrich this research.

Then, the weight vector and the final weight of the factors are
calculated by using Equation (8) and Equation (9), respectively.
Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен. shows
the importance of the adopted factors in this study.

5. Conclusion

Table 3: The eight vector and the normalized final weight of criteria
Weight
Final
Explanation Factor
Criteria
vector
Weight
(Wʹ)
(W)
Hotel rating
C1
0.901
0.205
Hotel cost
C2
1.000
0.227
Wi-Fi availability
C3
0.770
0.175
Breakfast availability
C4
0.746
0.169
Free parking
C5
0.640
0.145
Free cancellation
C6
0.348
0.079

This study is carried out to explain those factors of
booking.com that influence tourists' hotel choice. Booking.com
website is chosen since it is a significant accommodation booking
agency. To handle the uncertainty and fuzziness of the relevant
factors, the FAHP approach is applied. Several criteria such as hotel
cost, Wi-Fi availability, free cancellation, place rating, breakfast
availability, and free parking are adopted in this study. The findings
demonstrate that the cost with a value of 0.227is the most important
factor that plays a role in tourists' hotel choice. The hotel rating
factor with a value of 0.205 as the second most important comes
after the price. The free cancellation service is the factor with the
lowest value. Furthermore, the results show that free parking affects
hotel choice with a final weight of 0.145. The remaining factors
adopted in this study have approximately the same influence.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the price with 0.227 final
weight is the most influential factor in choosing a hotel on the
booking.com online system. The price is followed by the rating as
the second most important factor with a value of 0.205. The
availability of Wi-Fi and breakfast services have approximately the
same importance. Moreover, the outcomes demonstrate the effect of
the free parking service on hotel choice with a final weight of 0.145.
However, free cancellation with the value of 0.079 is the lowest
influential factor.
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4. Discussion
In this study, the main aim is to analyze those factors of an
online booking system that affects hotel selection. The FAHP
approach is applied for this purpose. The booking.com online
system is used as a case study. The analysis is conducted based on
six factors of the chosen online system. The outcomes show that the
cost of accommodation is the most influential criterion in hotel
selection, while free cancellation has the lowest importance.
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